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.

Introduction

XMLComposer provides a convenient call interface to TopLeaf XML Composition Software, and
offers a simple way to control the generation and delivery of high-quality typeset XML documents for
professional publications. It is most suited to publication environments where documents are large or
complex. With Dynamic Document Delivery, XMLComposer can deliver output by any variety of
methods: email, LAN, or FTP.
For situations where network access is required to TopLeaf, XMLComposer provides the access,
without requiring users to learn new software tools.
For developers, XMLComposer hides the complexity of TopLeaf API programming. When building
custom integrations, your development time is significantly reduced: Instead of writing complex code
to manage the processing flow of a document through TopLeaf, you simply define options through
configuration files or, for even greater flexibility, through job control files that use common Windows
.ini file syntax. XMLComposer takes care of the low-level aspects of TopLeaf API programming, and
implements a simple-to-script, full-featured method for automating TopLeaf.
XMLComposer lets you manage XML document composition in ways that suit your document
production needs.
For PDF generation, XMLComposer leverages TopLeaf's built-in PDF generation features, without
requiring additional software. However, additional methods of producing PDF output are also
supported:
♦
♦

via a PostScript printer definition that generates a PostScript file; in this case, Acrobat Distiller or
other PostScript-to-PDF conversion software is required to produce PDF
via a PDF-capable printer device (such as PDFWriter ).

For HTML, EPUB and RTF transformation, XMLComposer can also call TopLeaf to transform XML
into formatted HTML, EPUB or RTF output.
As easy to access as a printer, even the casual user can produce composed output, simply by copying
an XML file to an XMLComposer watched folder.
Because XMLComposer is installed and run as a Windows service, it is an automated, lowmaintenance, on-demand process manager.
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.

Quick-Start Setup Guide for New Installations
and Upgrades

This section provides quick-start setup instructions. For complete details on configuring
XMLComposer to suite your environment, including installation of license keys, please refer to the
subsequent sections of this document.

2.1. Prerequisites
1.
2.
3.

Windows 2000 or later operating system.
TopLeaf 7 is installed and operational.
Watched folders are on NTFS file system.

2.2. New Installations
1.
2.
3.
4.

Right-click the XMLComposer download (e.g., XMLComposer_5_0_0.exe) and choose "Run as
Administrator".
Accept the default values.
Reboot the machine, if prompted to do so.
Configure XMLComposer using Quick Config or XCEdit before starting the XMLComposer service.

Note:

The newly created XMLComposer service is set to Manual start. Use the Windows
Services applet to change the start type to Automatic.

Note:

If you do not provide Quick Config or XCEdit with license key information, and if you
do not install the license.dat file sent to you, the XMLComposer service will run in
"demo" mode and automatically shut down after ten job requests. You must manually
restart the service to process additional job requests.

2.3. In-Place Upgrade from Earlier Releases
XMLComposer can be upgraded by installing directly over an existing installation.

Note:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Before running the XMLComposer installer, back up your current xmlcompose.cfg file.

Stop the XMLComposer service.
Right-click the XMLComposer download (e.g., XMLComposer_5_0_0.exe) and choose "Run as
Admninistrator".
When prompted for a service name, deselect the "Install the XMLComposer service" checkbox to prevent
the installer from attempting to create a new XMLComposer service.
When prompted for the installation home, choose the same location as your current installation.
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5.

When prompted for the start folder, choose XMLComposer.

2.4. Clean Upgrade from Earlier Releases
XMLComposer can be upgraded by removing an existing installation, and installing as a new install.

Note:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Before running the XMLComposer installer, copy up your current xmlcompose.cfg and
license.dat files to a new location.

Stop the XMLComposer service.
From the Start menu's XMLComposer group, choose "Uninstall".
When the uninstall is complete, you may need to delete the existing XMLComposer installation home.
Right-click the XMLComposer download (e.g., XMLComposer_5_0_0.exe) and choose "Run as
Administrator". Accept the defaults.
Replace the newly installed xmlcompose.cfg file with your previous configuration's copy.
Move the license.dat file into the new installation home.

Note:

The newly created XMLComposer service is set to Manual start. Use the Windows Services
applet to change the start type to Automatic.

2.5. Configure New Installations Using Quick Config
Note:

Do not use Quick Config to modify your XMLComposer configuration if you are
upgrading from a previous release of XMLComposer.

XMLComposer configuration options are maintained in a file called "xmlcompose.cfg", in the
XMLComposer installation home. A "Quick Config" utility has been provided to aid in the initial setup of the xmlcompose.cfg file. Quick Config requires Windows Scripting Host to run.
1.
2.
3.

From the "Start" menu, in the "XMLComposer" group, choose "Quick Config".
For each option presented, enter preferred values, or simply click "OK" to accept the defaults.
When all options have been selected, Quick Config delivers a message box stating that the
xmlcompose.cfg file has been written.

Note:

Quick Config uses the TopLeaf environment registry settings to select the default
repository root.

Note:

To change any values, re-run Quick Config, or use XCEdit, the XMLComposer
Configuration Editor.

Note:

Quick Config only lets you set one watched folder. To add additional watched folders, or
to change the settings, use XCEdit, located in the "Tools" folder in the XMLComposer
installation home.
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2.6. Using XCEdit to Configure XMLComposer
XCEdit is a Java application that can be used to maintain the XMLComposer configuration. It is
located in the "Tools" folder in the XMLComposer installation home. XCEdit requires a Java Runtime
Edition (JRE) version 1.5 or higher.
Instructions for using XCEdit are found in Configuring XMLComposer with XCEdit, below, and in the
XCEdit Help.

2.7. Start the Service
After configuration options have been set, you can start the XMLComposer service, either through the
"Services" applet, or via the "net start" command. The default service name is "xmlcompose". The
default service display name is "XMLComposer: xmlcompose".
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.

Setting Up

3.1. System Requirements
XMLComposer runs on Windows 2000 or later systems only. It also requires a licensed installation of
TopLeaf Server API in order to operate. Ensure that TopLeaf is installed and operational before
installing XMLComposer .
XMLComposer requires the Visual C++ 2010 Run-Time. This is included with the XMLComposer
installation, and is run during the XMLComposer installation.
In order to generate PostScript output, a PostScript-compatible printer must be defined on the system,
which outputs to a file. It is recommended that a printer designated specifically for this purpose be
defined on the system.
TopLeaf incorporates the ability to generate PDF without external applications, such as Acrobat.
However, you may choose which PDF generator you wish to run with XMLComposer — TopLeaf or
Distiller — through configuration options. When using Distiller, XMLComposer provides
synchronized integration with it.
3.1.1. Integration with Document Management Systems
XMLComposer is very easy to use when integrating with document or content management systems.
The document management system simply has to write XML files to a specified input directory for
XMLComposer . Whenever a document is deposited into a folder watched by XMLComposer ,
XMLComposer passes the file to TopLeaf for processing, and produces output in the associated output
folder. Alternatively, XMLComposer lets you define job control files which can be used to manage
the types of actions to be applied to the document, such as requesting that TopLeaf publish the
document and create the next editing update cycle.
There are two additional hooks available: a Perl or other pre-processing script can be applied, and a
post-processing command can be run. Post-processing commands are useful if the document
management system supports command-line functions to load a file back into the document manager.
By using a post-processing command, the TopLeaf generated output can be automatically returned to
the document manager.
3.1.1.1. Supported Document Managers
XMLComposer can be used with any document manager capable of writing a file to a folder watched
by XMLComposer . It has been integrated with Documentum, Livelink, SigmaLink, and other popular
document management systems.
3.1.1.2. Livelink Renditions
XMLComposer has been tested with Open Text's Livelink, version 9, when Livelink's Rendition
module has been installed. This offers a method of producing PDF from TopLeaf which requires no
customzation to Livelink.
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To use with Livelink, the Rendition options must be set to specify the following:
♦
♦
♦

the rendition mime type is set to text/xml
the versions directory is defined as an XMLComposer input directory
the rendition directory is defined as an XMLComposer output directory, or, alternatively, as an
Acrobat Distiller "out" directory.

Other forms of integration with Livelink are possible through Livelink customization.
3.1.2. Integration with Databases
XMLComposer provides ODBC connectivity to databases, and can also be used with output generated
as XML from any database. This includes ADO recordsets. Any process that connects to a database
using ADO can persist the query result as XML. Consequently, XMLComposer is well-suited to
applications that integrate with databases through ADO, including Active Server Pages applications,
as well as more ad-hoc queries through ODBC.
Examples of setting up an ASP application for use with XMLComposer can be found later in this
guide, as can detailed information about XMLComposer's database integration capabilities using
ODBC.

3.2. Application Set-up
Before running XMLComposer , you must install TopLeaf. TopLeaf is available from Metaformix
Information Systems.

3.3. Install the XMLComposer Service
The XMLComposer installer allows you to create the XMLComposer service during installation.
During installation, you can elect to not create the service at that time. If you choose to not create the
service, you can create the service manaully by following these steps:
1.
2.

Open a command prompt and change directories to the XMLComposer installatio home (e.g., c:\program
files\metaformix\XMLComposer)
Run the xmlcompose.exe executable using the "/s" and "/d" switches. To install the service with the
default intance name of "xmlcompose", enter:
xmlcompose.exe /s /d
To install the service with an instance name of your choosing, specify the instance name with the "/s:"
switch.
xmlcompose.exe /s:MyXMLComposer /d

Note:

Instance names cannot contain spaces

Complete configuration file set-up, as required, using the Quick Config tool, or the XMLComposer
configuration editor, XCEdit, located in the Tools folder in the XMLComposer installation home.
By default, XMLComposer looks for a file called "xmlcompose.cfg" in its installation home directory
when running as a service. If you wish to use a different configuration file than the one in this
location, you must either define the XMLCOMPCFG environment variable, or start the service with
startup parameters which declare the "/c" switch and the full path specification for the new
configuration file, as shown below.
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The service's ability to start is an indication that Windows was able to find the XMLComposer
executable.

Note:

You must apply your license key information (see below). If you do not install your
license key information, XMLComposer runs in "demo" mode. The service will halt after
processing ten job requests.

Note:

If you alter the configuration file, you must stop and restart the service for the changes to
take effect.

3.4. License Keys
XMLComposer requires a license in order to operate without restriction. The keys are obtained from
Metaformix when purchasing XMLComposer

Note:

An unlicensed XMLComposer operates fully, but is limited to processing 10 documents
at a time. When running as a service, the service terminates after processing 10
documents.

3.4.1. Key Installation
License keys are provided in two components: a key code, and an encoded "license.dat" file which is
unique for each customer. The "license.dat" file must reside in the same location as the XMLComposer
executable.
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Note:

Use the Quick Config tool, or the XMLComposer configuration editor XCEdit, located
in the Tools folder, to add the license key to the configuration file.
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.

Configuring XMLComposer with XCEdit

XCEdit is the XMLComposer configuration editor. It is located in the Tools folder of the
XMLComposer installation home. XCEdit is a Java application, and requires JRE 1.5 or higher to run.
You can launch XCEdit from the Programs menu (Start - Programs - XMLComposer - Tools XMLComposer Configuration Editor).
From the XCEdit File menu, choose Open File to select the XMLComposer configuration file you
wish to modify. This will normally be the "xmlcompose.cfg" file found in the XMLComposer
installation home.
After modifying the configuration, choose Save from the file menu to save your changes. You must
restart the XMLComposer service for your changes to take effect.
XCEdit categorizes XMLComposer 's configuration settings under a series of tabs:
1.

General Settings: This tab allows you to set system defaults for the TopLeaf repository to be referenced,
as well as the XMLComposer log file.

2.

Watched Folders: This tab allows you to configure which folders XMLComposer is to monitor.

3.

License: Enter the XMLComposer license key on this tab.

4.

Conversion Options: You can configure XMLComposer to globally enable or disable TopLeaf transforms
(HTML, EPUB and RTF). As well, if you prefer to use Acrobat Distiller to generate PDF, instead of
TopLeaf's built-in PDF generator, you configure Distiller on this tab. XMLComposer also supports
conversion of Word and Excel files. Word and Excel must be installed on the XMLComposer server. See
XMLComposer 's documentation for details on Word and Excel conversion.

5.

Indicators/Assembly: This tab is used to set indicator and assembly limits for XMLComposer , and define
the TopLeaf partition to be used as a template for automated creation of filing instructions.

6.

Networking: This tab allows you to map network drives for use by the XMLComposer service. This is
necessary in situations where TopLeaf styling information requires mapped drives. The XMLComposer
service's login also requires access to those drives in order for styling to function properly in those
situations.

7.

Notification: This tab is used to enable XMLComposer 's built-in email notification. When disabled,
notification is unavailable to all XMLComposer job requests.

8.

Processing: Global pre- and post-processing scripts to be run by XMLComposer can be enabled on this
tab. These options are intended for backward compatibility with earlier releases of XMLComposer , and
are normally not used.

9.

FTP Settings: The options on this tab are used by XMLComposer when a watched folder or output
destination is defined as an FTP URL.

10. Database: The options on this tab are used by XMLComposer to enable and control connection of
XMLComposer to its own database through ODBC.
11. Misc.: The options on this tab set additional options used by XMLComposer.
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4.1. General Settings

The following fields are available on this tab:
Default Repository: The value set here overrides the TopLeaf default repository setting for
XMLComposer 's use. Leave this field blank to use the system-defined default repository. Individual
job requests can override this value as well, and watched folders can be individually configured to use
different repositories.
TopLeaf Home: The TopLeaf install home is normally selected from the value stored in the registry.
To select a different install home, deselect the From Registry checkbox. CAUTION: Choosing an
incorrect TopLeaf home may result in the system being unable to process requests.
Default Publication Home: This field is used to override XMLComposer 's default publication home.
When left blank, XMLComposer assigns a default publication home of "XMLComposer-Books"
within the TopLeaf repository. On service start-up, XMLComposer tests repository access by
referencing the default publication home identified in this field. You do not normally need to change
this value. Individual job requests, and watched folders, can be configured to override the default
publication home.
TopLeaf style files: Default TopLeaf style files are shown in these fields. These are not editable, and
normally never need to change. The values in these fields are used as defaults when new TopLeaf
partitions are created and no other values have been supplied. DTD and catalog values do not apply to
all publications, and can be selectively overridden through individual job requests and watched folder
configuration.
Log file: XMLComposer job processing can log messages to a log file. Leave this field blank to
disable logging. Otherwise, provide the full path to the log file.
Log Monitor Port: XMLComposer job processing messages can be monitored using the
XMLComposerLogReader tool. The default port for communication with the log reader is 2288.
Queue Manager Port: XMLComposer queues can be controlled using the XMLComposer Queue
Manager tool. The default port for communication with the queue manager is 2289.
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4.2. Watched Folders

XMLComposer processes documents and job requests by monitoring folders you define. At least one
watched folder must be defined. Use this tab to define which folders on the XMLComposer server are
to be monitored.
The following fields are available on this tab
Input/Output folders: To define or modify a watched (input) folder, click on a table cell on the
"Input" column, and click the Browse button. A folder browser opens. Select the folder you want
monitored by XMLComposer . Next, click on the "Output" cell adjacent to the input folder, and click
the Browse button. The folder browser opens. Select the folder you wish to assign as the folder
receiving output produced by XMLComposer 's processing of jobs landing on the "Input" folder.
To delete a watched folder, click on either the input or output cell of the folder association you wish to
remove, then click the Delete button.
Watched Folders can also be FTP URLs. FTP URLs must contain server, port, username and
password information as required by the FTP site. Any combination of local and remote paths can be
utilized. For example, you can define an FTP site as an input source, with a local directory as an
output location. Or, you can define a local directory as an input source, with an FTP site as the output
location.

Note:

When using an FTP site for remote file handling, the FTP Settings tab must also be
completed.
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4.3. License

Enter the XMLComposer license key provided to you in the License field.

Note:

Key information is delivered in two components: the license key you enter here, and the
"license.dat" file. Be sure to install the "license.dat" file to the XMLComposer
installation home.

4.4. Conversion Options

The following options are available on this tab:
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Enable RTF Converion: This option enables or disables TopLeaf's RTF transformation. By default,
RTF transformation is available to jobs being processed by XMLComposer . You can globally
suppress TopLeaf's RTF transformation feature by deselecting this check-box.
Enable HTML Converion: By default, TopLeaf's HTML transformation is available to jobs being
processed by XMLComposer . You can globally suppress HTML transformation by deselecting this
check-box.
Enable EPUB Converion: This option enables or disables Topleaf's EPUB tranformation. By default,
EPUB transformation is available. Suppress EPUB transformation by deselecting this check-box.
Use Distiller: Enabling this option forces XMLComposer to use Acrobat Distiller as the PDF engine.
Distiller must be installed on the XMLComposer server. You must also define a printer that produces
PostScript files. When this option is disabled, XMLComposer requests PDFs from TopLeaf's internal
PDF generator.
Printer Name: When Use Distiller is enabled, you must provide the name of the printer on the
XMLComposer server to be used to produce PostScript files. When Use Distiller is disabled, you can
assign any printer name here; XMLComposer can then be instructed to send output to the defined
printer, rather than to a file.
Distiller Home: When Use Distiller is selected, the folder where the "acrodist.exe" executable is
located must be identified in this field.
Convert Word documents using: This field defines the program (or script) to be run to print Word
documents to a PostScript printer that outputs to a file.
Convert Excel documents using: This field defines the program (or script) to be run to print Excel
documents to a PostScript printer that outputs to a file.
PDF Concatenation Tool: This field defines the program (or script) to be run to concatenate PDFs
during a document assembly request from MetaForms (sold separately). XMLComposer ships with
PDFTK, a free PDF toolkit. Other utilities can be used. This option is referenced when assembling
document requests submitted by MetaForms only. For PDF concatenation via XMLComposer job
requests, the job request Merge option is used.

4.5. Indicators/Assembly

The following options are available on this tab:
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Maximum Indicators to Process: This options defines the maximum number of leaf indicators
XMLComposer will scan in a job request. Leave this field blank to use the system default (32,000).
Setting this field to a reasonable lower value (e.g., 20) improves job request throughput by restricting
the number of leaf indicators XMLComposer will try to locate in a job request.
Maximum Items to Assemble: This options defines the maximum number of individual documents
XMLComposer will asssemble. Leave this field blank to use the system default (1,000). Setting this
field to a lower value improves job request throughput.
Filing Publication Template: This field defines a TopLeaf publication to be used for automated
styling of looseleaf filing instructions. Leave this field blank to disable automated styling of filing
instructions.
Indicators File: Specify the full path to a file (in TopLeaf indicators file format) that will be used for
all jobs processed through XMLComposer . Some document styling definitions may require the use of
indicators to control styling. Identifying an indicators file here allows XMLComposer to apply the
defined indicators to all jobs processed. Leave blank to disable global indicator file processing.

4.6. Networking

This tab allows the definition of login credentials and network mappings that XMLComposer will use
to map network drives.
To add a drive mapping to be used by the XMLComposer service:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click on the Net User cell, and enter the login name of the user who has authority to connect to the
network resource. Press "Enter", or "Tab".
In the Net Password cell, enter the password for the network user. Press "Enter", or "Tab".
In the Mapped Drive cell, enter the drive letter of the network resource to be mapped. Press "Enter", or
"Tab".
In the Net Path cell, enter the UNC path to the network resource to be mapped to the drive letter.

To delete a mapping:
Select the row you wish to delete, and click the Delete button. The entry is removed from the table.
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4.7. Notification

XMLComposer supports automatic email notification for completion of job requests. In order for
notification to be available to XMLComposer jobs, the Enable Notfication check-box must be
selected on this tab.
The Send on Fail option enables delivery of a zip of a partition that fails to compose, to a designated
email recipient. XMLComposer job options define on a per-job basis when a failed partition is to be
emailed, but the Send on Fail option must be enabled for those options to be honored.

Note:

Enable Notification and Send on Fail can be enabled or disabled independently of one
another.

4.8. Processing
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The options on this tab are primarily for backward compatibility with earlier versions of
XMLComposer where per-job pre- and post-processing options were not available. Refer to the
XMLComposer guide for more information.
When values are provided in the fields on this tab, pre- and/or post-processing is performed and all
jobs processed through XMLComposer .
The options available on this tab are:
Global Perl Pre-processing script: This field defines a Perl script to be run on any source file
submitted to XMLComposer . A Perl distribution must be installed on the XMLComposer server, and
must be in the system PATH environment. Leave this field blank to disable global Perl preprocessing.
Global post-processing system command: This field defines a program or script to be run on output
produced by XMLComposer . Leave this field blank to disable global post-processing.
Restrict pre-processing to file type: When a Perl pre-processing script has been defined, you can
choose whether pre-processing applies to XML files, MS Office files, or both. This field is ignored
when no Perl pre-processor has been defined.
Restrict post-processing to file type: When a post-processing command or script has been defined,
you can choose whether post-processing applies to XML files, MS Office files, or both. This field is
ignored when no post-processor has been defined.

4.9. FTP Settings

The options on this tab are used when a Watched Folder definition contains a URL pointing to an FTP
site.
FTP Poll Time: This field sets the interval in minutes when polling of FTP sites takes place. Poll
times can range from 1 to 1440 (24 hours). 15 minutes is the default poll time. FTP sites are polled
one after the other. The poll time is reset when the last defined FTP site has been processed.
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4.10. Database

The options on this tab enable connection of XMLComposer to a database such as SQL Server, for the
purposes of enabling advanced logging and archiving features. When connection settings are
provided, and "Enable Database Connection" is set, XMLComposer establishes an ODBC connection
when a job completes, and logs the activity, and optionally archives the source file and job control file
associated with the request.
DSN: This field defines a system DSN or an ODBC connection string through which XMLComposer
connects to the database.
Username and Password: These fields are used to store the database user and password associated
with the XMLComposer database set up for logging and archiving. The password is stored in the
XMLComposer configuraton file as encoded text. If the connection to the databas uses a trusted
connection, then these fields should be left blank.
Enable Database Connection: When selected, this setting enables XMLComposer connection to the
defined database. When not selected, no database connection is made, regardless of the settings in the
other fields.
Enable Archiving: If "Enable Database Connection" is enabled, and a connection to the database can
be established, this option stores the XML source and .xcf files submitted to the watched folder in the
database. The archiving event is also logged. The XML stored is the file in the state it was in
immediately prior to submission to TopLeaf.

Note:

These features connect XMLComposer to its own database instance. Even when "Enable
Database Connection" is not set, job requests may still connect to a database to run a
query to retrieve data or perform other database tasks not directly associated with
XMLComposer itself.
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4.11. Misc.

Options not otherwise categorized appear on this tab.
Ignore whtiespace at end-of-leaf on input differencing: This option affects how TopLeaf input
differencing will handle any whitespace occuring at the end of a leaf. By default, TopLeaf flags
whitespace at the end of a leaf as a difference. Setting this option tells TopLeaf to ignore whitespace
differences at the end of a leaf.
Instance ID: This option assigns an ID number to the instance of XMLComposer. In installations
where multiple instances are active, the instance ID is used to identify the source of an event audit log
in the XMLComposer database when audit logging is enabled. If only one instance of XMLComposer
is active, or if separate instances of XMLComposer log to different databases, or if event logging is
not enabled, then this value can remain set to the default (-1). Note that instance IDs are negative
integers only.
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5

.

Integration with TopLeaf

XMLComposer uses TopLeaf to perform the actual composition and printing of the XML files it
processes. It can dynamically create a TopLeaf document partition in the TopLeaf repository directory
for each file it processes. After processing, the partition files persist, unless a processing option to
remove the partition after completion has been set.

5.1. Accessing Mapped Drive Network Resources
TopLeaf can utilize mapped drive network resources for such things as repository location, image
storage, or network DTD storage. In these cases, it is typical that TopLeaf workstation users have
logged into the network, and these resources are mapped to network drives.
In order for XMLComposer to utilize this type of environment, configuration file options are provided
to ensure the XMLComposer service has access to these resources.
To map a remote share to a mapped drive, use XCEdit to change the XMLComposer configuration
file, and select the Networking tab. Add the drive, remote share information, and login information
for each network share you want XMLComposer to utilize.

5.2. Upgrading TopLeaf
XMLComposer locates the TopLeaf API and loads it when the service starts. In order to successfully
upgrade to a new release of TopLeaf, you must first stop the XMLComposer service.

5.3. Applying TopLeaf License Keys
TopLeaf license keys are applied through TopLeaf's user interface. Changes made to license keys will
not register in XMLComposer until the service is restarted.

5.4. Removing TopLeaf
If you wish to remove TopLeaf from the system, you must first stop the XMLComposer service. After
removal of TopLeaf, XMLComposer must either be uninstalled, or the service disabled, since it will
not be able to run.

5.5. Reinstalling TopLeaf
If you reinstall TopLeaf, and change the install location from its original installation, you will need to
modify the system-wide "PATH" variable manually, to reference the new location. Alternatively, you
can remove and reinstall XMLComposer . The installation will detect the current TopLeaf location,
and automatically modify the "PATH" variable.
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5.6. Upgrading XMLComposer
XMLComposer locates the TopLeaf installation automatically. Performing upgrades to XMLComposer
does not impact on TopLeaf in any way.

5.7. TopLeaf System-wide Variables
Two system-wide environment variables can optionally be defined, which point to TopLeaf
directories:
♦
♦

TKSROOT: This is the root directory of the TopLeaf installation, e.g., "D:\Program Files\TKS"
TKSLLDIR: This is the path to the root level of the TopLeaf repository, e.g., "D:\TOPLEAF"

These variables can also be defined through the XMLComposer configuration file. In that case, the
values in the configuration file override the system variables. As well, the TopLeaf repository setting
can be overridden in a watched folder's configuration file (xmlcompose.ini) or an XMLComposer job
options file (.xcf file).
Note that XMLComposer validates these paths before processing its files.
When these variables are not defined, TopLeaf uses the values stored in the Windows registry.
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6

.

Job Control File Options

TopLeaf processing and workflow instructions are implemented through settings in an
xmlcompose.ini file placed in an XMLComposer monitored folder. By adding an xmlcompose.ini file
to each monitored folder, you can control the actions XMLComposer is to take for files landing in that
folder. Loosleaf publishing, HTML, EPUB and RTF transformation can also be controlled through
settings in the xmlcompose.ini file.
The xmlcompose.ini file can also be used as a way to set default processing options for individual job
requests. A job request can be made by writing an XMLComposer job control file (.xcf) to the watched
folder. Options specified in the .xcf file take precedence over those set in the xmlcompose.ini file. As
well, additional processing capabilities are exposed through .xcf files (see XMLComposer Job Control
Files, below).

6.1. Xmlcompose.ini File
The xmlcompose.ini file can be formatted either as a Windows .ini file or as an XML file. The .ini
format files are divided into sections, each of which has a key and a value. When formatted as an
XML file, the structure must conform to the XMLComposer job control file DTD. See Sending Job
Requests in XML Format, later in this guide, for more information.
The xmlcompose.ini file is read before each file in the input folder is processed. Therefore, settings in
this file can be changed on-the-fly, and the changes picked up by the next file to land in that folder.
You do not have restart the XMLComposer service for xmlcompose.ini file changes to take effect.
The supported sections and possible values are shown in the table below.

Note:

When formatted as an XML file, the section and key names refer to element tags. Values
are either expressed as element content, or as attribute values. In XML format, all
section and key names must appear in lower-case.
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6.1.1. [General] Section
Key

Description

Values

Default (Key not present)

Looseleaf

Defines a new partition as TRUE, FALSE
a looseleaf partition

FALSE (the partition is a
regular document, not
looseleaf). If the partition for
the document being processed
already exists, this value is
ignored.

ChangePages

Defines a new partition as TRUE, FALSE
a change pages partition

FALSE (the partition is a
regular document with no page
management). Ignored on
existing partitions.

PublicationHome

Defines an alternate
location for the partition
to be created

A TopLeaf
publication path, or
DEFAULT

The XMLComposer
configuration file setting for
PartHome is used when this
value is not present, or is set to
DEFAULT.

AllowNew

Specifies whether files
that have not yet been
created in TopLeaf are
permitted.

TRUE, FALSE

TRUE. Documents not
previously processed are
permitted, and will create a new
partition in TopLeaf. Note that
by setting AllowNew and
AllowUpdates to FALSE at the
same time, files cannot be
processed through the folder.

AllowUpdates

Specifies whether files
TRUE, FALSE
that have previously been
created in TopLeaf are
permitted to be updated.

TRUE. Documents previously
processed are permitted. Note
that by setting AllowNew and
AllowUpdates to FALSE at the
same time, files cannot be
processed through the folder.

RetainOnComplete

Specifies whether to keep TRUE, FALSE
or delete a source XML
file.

FALSE. XML source files are
deleted once processed.
Retained files are moved to the
output folder.

RemoveOnComplete

Specifies whether to keep TRUE, FALSE
or delete a TopLeaf
partition after processing
has completed.

FALSE. Partitions are retained
by default.

UseDTD

Determines whether the
xmlcompose.cfg DTD
settings are enforced

TRUE, FALSE

TRUE. By setting to FALSE,
document partitions are placed
into DTD-less mode.

DTD

Defines a DTD to be
used.

A full file system path The XMLComposer
specification.
configuration file setting for
DTD is used when this value is
not present.

Catalog

Defines an XML Catalog A full file system path The XMLComposer
to be used.
specification to the
configuration file setting for
catalog file.
CATALOG is used when this
value is not present.
...continued
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[General] Section — continued
Key

Description

Values

Default (Key not present)

ReleaseLabel

Applies a release label to
a partition

A 7-bit ASCII string

None.

Printer

Directs output to the
specified device.

Device name.

None. Local printer devices
must be specified by printer
name (e.g., My Printer).
Networked printers must be
specified by share name in
UNC syntax (e.g.,
\\printsrv\proof). Using port
syntax (e.g., LPT1:) is not
permitted.

Compatibility

Sets partition
compatibility level

6 or 7.

7. When set to 6, partitions are
created without TopLeaf 7
options enabled. Do not use this
option unless instructed to do so
by Metaformix.

SendOnFail

Enables email delivery of TRUE or FALSE
a partition that fails to
compose properly.

FALSE. NOTE: This option is
disregarded if "Enable Send on
Fail" is not enabled in the
XMLComposer configuration.
By default, this option is
disabled. (See Send on Fail in
the XMLComposer
configuration. When
SendOnFail is set to TRUE, the
MailOnFail options are
processed. The MailOnFail
options set the email address,
server, etc. (See MailOnFail,
below.)

Upgrade

Upgrades existing
partitions to TopLeaf 7
compatibility.

FALSE. When set to TRUE,
existing partitions are modified
to enable TopLeaf 7 features.
Do not use this option unless
instructed to do so by
Metaformix.

WantNotify

Enables email delivery of TRUE or FALSE
composed output.

FALSE. NOTE: This option is
disregarded if "Enable
Notification" is not enabled in
the XMLComposer
configuration (see Notificiation
in the XMLComposer
configuration). When the
WantNotify job option is set to
TRUE, the MailSettings options
are processed. The MailSettings
options set the email address,
server, etc. (See MailSettings,
below.)

WantPreProcessor

If a PreProcessor
command is defined (see

FALSE. When set to TRUE, a
defined preprocessing
...continued

TRUE or FALSE.

TRUE or FALSE.
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[General] Section — continued
Key

Description

Values

below), allows or denies
running of the command.
Enables or disables perjob execution of the
PreProcessor section of
the xmlcompose.ini or
.xcf file.

Default (Key not present)
command is executed before a
source file is passed into
TopLeaf. NOTE: when TRUE,
"LINK" is automatically set to
"FALSE". (You cannot use a
preprocessor with linked
partitions.)

OutputDir

Overrides the
XMLComposer
configuration
specification for where
output is delivered.

A full path
specification
designating the
directory where
output is placed.

Lock

Requests a MetaFomsTRUE or FALSE.
style lock file on a
partition as it is being
processed. When locked,
MetaForms is prevented
from acting on a partition
until the partition is
unlocked agaib by
XMLComposer or a
MetaForms administrator.

FALSE. This setting is only
useful when using
XMLComposer in conjunction
with MetaForms.

WantPostProcessor

By setting a
PostProcessor command
in xmlcompose.ini, you
can use
WantPostProcessor to
enable or disable
postprocessing on a perjob basis.

TRUE or FALSE.

FALSE. When set to TRUE, a
defined postprocessing
command is executed after
processing through TopLeaf
completes.

WantPostCreateProcessor

Enables or disables perTRUE or FALSE.
job execution of the
PostCreateProcessor
section. This option
permits processing after a
TopLeaf partition has
been created or updated,
but before other actions
have taken place.

FALSE. When set to TRUE, a
defined post-create processing
command is executed after
partition creation/update.

LocationID

A general purpose
identifier that can be used
by pre- or post-processing
scripts to load
XMLComposer output
back into a document or
content manager.

None.

ContinueOnError

When TRUE, disregards TRUE or FALSE
errors that may have been
encountered during
composition, and
continues to process the

Any value applicable
to the
document/content
manager

None. The output location
defined in the configuration file
determines the default output
directory.

FALSE. Any compositional
warnings or errors cause the job
to abort.
...continued
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[General] Section — continued
Key

Description

Values

Default (Key not present)

request. If errors are
encountered, they are still
logged, but a composed
document may be
delivered. The result may
not be as expected, or
complete.
WantFullLog

When TRUE, returns the
full composition log to
the error log.

TRUE or FALSE

WantMerge

By setting a Merge
TRUE or FALSE.
command in
xmlcompose.ini, you can
use WantMerge to enable
or disable merging via an
external merge tool on a
per-job basis.

FALSE. When set to TRUE, a
defined external merge
command tool is executed for
each document listed in a
document assembly.

ExcludeUnchanged

Controls the "Exclude all TRUE or FALSE
leaves with unchanged
output" partition property.
(Applies to looseleaf
partitions only.)

TRUE. When TRUE, changes
to the source XML that do not
result in changes to the
composed output do not cause
affected pages to be included in
the looseleaf update.

CheckOutput

Controls the "Check all
TRUE or FALSE
pages for output changes"
partition property.

FALSE. When TRUE, changes
to the output caused by changes
in style definitions or other
alterations, such as changes to
table headers, running heads,
etc., results in affected pages
being included in the affected
looseleaf update.

OptimizeInput

Controls the "Optimize
input change tracking"
partition property.

TRUE. When TRUE, changes
in the XML cause looseleaf
leaves to reflow during an
update. When FALSE, leaves
do not reflow; consequently,
stroke pages persist in an
update.

IgnoreEOTSpace

Controls whether
TRUE or FALSE
TopLeaf differencing
ignores whitespace before
an end tag.

TRUE or FALSE

FALSE. Only brief error
reporting is returned.

FALSE; differences in
whitespace before an end tag
flags the input as changed.
When TRUE, differences in
whitespace compared to the
published phase of the partition
are ignored. Overrides the same
setting declared in the
XMLComposer configuration
file.
...continued
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[General] Section — continued
Key

Description

Values

Default (Key not present)

DBConnection

Specifies the name of a
Name of a section
section in the job file
within the job control
where database
file.
connection information is
to be found.

None; If present, the value is
used to locate connection
settings to connect to a
database. Example:
"DBConnection=MyConnect"
specifies that a section named
[MyConnect] in the job control
file should be used to determine
database connection settions.
NOTE: The DBConnection
setting is used to retrieve XML
data from an SQL database, and
then process the result through
TopLeaf. If SOURCEFILE is
specified, DBConnection
overrides it, and replaces the
value supplied with a temporary
file containing the retrieved
data. Refer to Integraging with
Databases for details.

DBExecute

Specifies the name of a
Name of a section
section in the job file
within a job control
where database
file.
connection information is
to be found.

None; If present, the value is
used to locate connection
settings to connect to a
database. Example:
"DBExecute=MyConnectExec"
specifies that a section named
[MyConnectExec] in the job
control file should be used to
determine database connection
settions. NOTE: The
DBCExecute setting is used
execute an SQL query or stored
procedure in an SQL database
after completing the job
request. Refer to Integraging
with Databases for details.

6.1.2. [Workflow] Section
Key

Description

Values

Default (Key not present)

TRUE, FALSE

FALSE. The partition stays in
the update phase.

Publish

Determines whether the
partition is to be pushed
from its update phase to
its published phase after
composition.

Print

Selects the pages to print. UPDATE, ALL
Either all pages, or only
updated pages, can be
selected for printing

ALL. The generated output
includes all partition pages.
Note that this setting applies
only to PDF output.
...continued
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[Workflow] Section — continued
Key

Description

Values

Default (Key not present)

Phase

Selects which phase to
print

CURRENT,
UPDATE, PUBLISH

CURRENT.

CreateUpdateOnPublish

Force the creation of a
new update after
publishing.

TRUE, FALSE

TRUE. When Publish=TRUE,
the next update is automatically
created.

AutoCorrect

Automatically attempt to TRUE, FALSE
cancel current published
phase, recompose, republish, and create a new
update. Used for
partitions that may have
become locked in a
published state
inappropriately.

FALSE. When
AutoCorrect=TRUE, the
current published phase is
canceled, then an attempt is
made to re-publish the partition.
If successful, a new update is
automatically created.

6.1.3. [Transform] Section
Key

Description

Values

Default (Key not present)

WantHTML

Overrides the
TRUE, FALSE
XMLComposer
configuration file setting.

XMLComposer configuration
file setting (FALSE by default).

ExtendedHTMLType

Specifies a transformation
sub-type for custom
transformation plug-ins
based on the HTML
transformation plug-in

Undefined.

WantRTF

Overrides the
TRUE, FALSE
XMLComposer
configuration file setting.

XMLComposer configuration
file setting (FALSE by default).

ExtendedRTFType

Specifies a transformation
sub-type for custom
transformation plug-ins
based on the RTF
transformation plug-in

Undefined.

WantEPUB

Overrides the
TRUE, FALSE
XMLComposer
configuration file setting.

XMLComposer configuration
file setting (FALSE by default).

ExtendedEPUBType

Specifies a transformation
sub-type for custom
transformation plug-ins
based on the EPUB
transformation plug-in

Undefined.

Any string
representing a valid
sub-type name
installed as a
transformation
extension.

Any string
representing a valid
sub-type name
installed as a
transformation
extension.
Disregarded in
Assemble jobs.

Any string
representing a valid
sub-type name
installed as a
transformation
extension.

...continued
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[Transform] Section — continued
Key

Description

Values

Default (Key not present)

Disregarded in
Assemble jobs.
WantPDF

Create PDF output.

TRUE, FALSE

TRUE. By setting to FALSE,
you can suppress PDF creation.

Model

Defines the partition to be
used to derive style
information for WebBook
transforms.

A repository-relative
partition path.
Normally selected
while editing a
MetaForms
WebBook.

None.

6.1.4. [PDFOptions] Section
Key

Description

Values

Default (Key not present)

Compression

Selects different (or no)
compression scheme for
generated PDF

SMALL, FAST, NONE

SMALL

EmbedFonts

Determines whether fonts are
embedded in PDF.

TRUE, FALSE

FALSE. When set to TRUE, if
errors are encountered, they are
ignored.

DisableBookmarks

When set to TRUE, no
bookmarks are generated.

TRUE, FALSE

FALSE. Bookmarks are generated.

Links

Determines whether links are
created in the PDF.

TRUE, FALSE

TRUE. Link errors are ignored.

Security

Sets security settings in PDF.

NONE, TEXT, PRINT,
FULL

NONE. Setting TEXT prevents
copying/extraction of text. Setting
PRINT prevents document printing.
Setting FULL disables text copying
and printing.

6.1.5. [HTMLOptions] Section
Key

Description

Values

Default (Key not present)

NewFile

Sets the break condition(s) for FALSE, or integers, or
creating new html files. See
ranges of integers, or
TopLeaf documentation for
"page"
details

FALSE. See TopLeaf
documentation for syntax. When
specified in the xmlcompose.ini file,
do not place quotation marks around
the values. See sample below for an
example.

MakeTOC

Determines whether an HTML TRUE, FALSE
representation of a TOC is
created. A TOC can only be
created if there are elements in
the file that have TopLeaf
mappings for creating TOC
entries.

FALSE.

...continued
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[HTMLOptions] Section — continued
Key
AddNav

Description
Determines whether
navigation links are placed at
the bottom of the HTML file,
when more than one HTML
file is created.

Values
TRUE, FALSE

Default (Key not present)
TRUE. Ignored if NewFile is set to
FALSE.

6.1.6. [RTFOptions] Section
Key

Description

Values

Default (Key not present)

NewFile

Sets the break condition(s) for FALSE, or integers, or
creating new RTF files. See
ranges of integers, or
TopLeaf documentation for
"page"
details.

FALSE. See TopLeaf
documentation for syntax. When
specified in the xmlcompose.ini file,
do not place quotation marks around
the values. See sample below for an
example.

EmbedImages

Determines whether images
are embedded in the RTF
output.

TRUE, FALSE

TRUE.

PageLayout

Sets the page layout
characteristics of the RTF.

Any valid TopLeaf
transform values for
"page".

LetterP (Letter, portrait)

6.1.7. [EPUBOptions] Section
Key
N/A

Description
Reserved for future use.

Values
N/A

Default (Key not present)
N/A

6.1.8. [PreProcessor] Section
Key

Description

Values

Default (Key not present)

Command

Defines a command to execute Any available commandon the source file before it is
line program, batch file,
passed to TopLeaf. There are or script.
two possible syntaxes: a
command, with arguments, or
a command with separate
arguments, specified in the
PreProcessor section as Arg1
through Arg10. For examples,
see Pre- and Post-Processing,
later in this document.

None.

Arg<n>

<n> is an integer from 1
through 10. Values become
arguments to the specified
Command. If no Command is

None. See Pre- and Post-Processing
for more information.

A token, or other
information applicable to
the operation of the
specified Command.

...continued
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[PreProcessor] Section — continued
Key

Description

Values

Default (Key not present)

Values

Default (Key not present)

specified, these values are
ignored.
6.1.9. [PostProcessor] Section
Key

Description

Command

Defines a command to execute Any available commandafter processing through
line program, batch file,
TopLeaf has completed. There or script.
are two possible syntaxes: a
command, with arguments, or
a command with separate
arguments, specified in the
PostProcessor section as Arg1
through Arg10. For examples,
see Pre- and Post-Processing,
later in this document.

None.

Arg<n>

<n> is an integer from 1
through 10. Values become
arguments to the specified
Command. If no Command is
specified, these values are
ignored.

A token, or other
information applicable to
the operation of the
specified Command.

None. See Pre- and Post-Processing
for more information.

Values

Default (Key not present)

6.1.10. [PostCreateProcessor] Section
Key

Description

Command

Defines a command to execute Any available commandafter partition creation or
line program, batch file,
updating. There are two
or script.
possible syntaxes: a command,
with arguments, or a command
with separate arguments,
specified in the
PostCreateProcessor section as
Arg1 through Arg10. For
examples, see Pre- and PostProcessing, later in this
document.

None.

Arg<n>

<n> is an integer from 1
through 10. Values become
arguments to the specified
Command. If no Command is
specified, these values are
ignored.

A token, or other
information applicable to
the operation of the
specified Command.

None. See Pre- and Post-Processing
for more information.

Compose

TRUE or FALSE

Forces composition of the FALSE
partition after the postcreate processor runs.
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6.1.11. [Pushback] Section
Key

Description

Values

Default (Key not present)

WantPushback

Requests a pushback
TRUE or FALSE.
operation. A pushback request
forces incoming data to the
previously published phase.
See Pushback Requests for
more information

FALSE.

WantResync

Extracts the current update's
list of changed pages, and reincludes these pages
subsequent to a pushback
operation.

FALSE.

TRUE or FALSE.

6.1.12. [MailSettings] Section
Key

Description

Values

Default (Key not present)

TLS

Requests that the SMTP
connection use TLS.

TRUE or FALSE.

FALSE.

Username

The name of the user for the
connection to the email server.
Depending on server
authentication requirements, a
user name may or may not be
required.

Valid user name for the
email account to which
XMLComposer is
connecting.

None.

Password

The name of the user for the
connection to the email server.
Depending on server
authentication requirements, a
password may or may not be
required.

Valid password for the
email account to which
XMLComposer is
connecting.

None.

Server

The name of the email server
to which XMLComposer is
connecting.

Valid server name.

localhost

Port

The port the XMLComposer
The port required by the
SMTP email client is using for email server.
connecting to the email server.

The SMTP default port is used (25).

Domain

The domain name to be used
by XMLComposer for the
SMTP HELO command.

Any valid domain name.

If no Domain is supplied, the
domain of the machine on which
XMLComposer is running is used. If
XMLComposer is unable to resolve
the machine's domain, a default
domain of "metaformix.ca" is used.

MimeType

The mime type of the body of
the message being sent.

Normally, only text/plain text/plain
or text/html mime types
are employed.
...continued
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[MailSettings] Section — continued
Key

Description

Values

Default (Key not present)

Message

A simple message to be used
in the body of the email.

Any plain-text message
of up to 4,000 characters
in length.

The default message is: "Automatic
notification from XMLComposer".
If a MessageFile value is supplied,
the Message value is ignored.

MessageFile

Optional. The path to the file
to be used for the body of the
message.

Any valid path.

None. A sample message file
(message.txt) is located in the
XMLComposerinstallation home.
The file can contain certain tokens.
See Email Notification for details.
When MessageFile is specified, the
Message option (above) is ignored.

To

The "To" recipient of the
email message.

Any valid email address.

None. If no To value is specified, the
email is not sent.

From

The "From" sender of the
email message.

Any valid email address.

None. If no From value is specified,
the email is not sent.

Cc

An optional "Cc" recipient of
the email message.

Any valid email address.

None.

Bcc

An optional "Bcc" recipient of Any valid email address.
the email message.

None.

Subject

Required. The subject of the
email message.

The default Subject is: "Automatic
notification from XMLComposer".

AttachOutput

When set to TRUE, the output TRUE or FALSE
from XMLComposer (e.g., a
PDF file) is attached to the
email.

FALSE

AttachLog

When set to TRUE, the job
TRUE or FALSE
processing error file from
XMLComposer is attached to
the email if errors were
encountered in job processing.

FALSE

CharSet

The character set of the body
of the message.

us-ascii

Any plain-text email
subject line, up to 256
characters in length.

Any valid character set.

6.1.13. [MailOnFail] Section
Key

Description

Values

Default (Key not present)

TLS

Requests that the SMTP
connection use TLS.

TRUE or FALSE.

FALSE.

Username

The name of the user for the
connection to the email server.
Depending on server
authentication requirements, a
user name may or may not be
required.

Valid user name for the
email account to which
XMLComposer is
connecting.

None.

...continued
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[MailOnFail] Section — continued
Key

Description

Values

Default (Key not present)

Password

The name of the user for the
connection to the email server.
Depending on server
authentication requirements, a
password may or may not be
required.

Valid password for the
email account to which
XMLComposer is
connecting.

None.

Server

The name of the email server
to which XMLComposer is
connecting.

Valid server name.

localhost

Port

The port the XMLComposer
The port required by the
SMTP email client is using for email server.
connecting to the email server.

The SMTP default port is used (25).

Domain

The domain name to be used
by XMLComposer for the
SMTP HELO command.

Any valid domain name.

If no Domain is supplied, the
domain of the machine on which
XMLComposer is running is used. If
XMLComposer is unable to resolve
the machine's domain, a default
domain of "metaformix.ca" is used.

MimeType

The mime type of the body of
the message being sent.

Normally, only text/plain text/plain
or text/html mime types
are employed.

Message

A simple message to be used
in the body of the email.

Any plain-text message
of up to 4,000 characters
in length.

The default message is:
"Notification of Composition Failure
from XMLComposer". If a
MessageFile value is supplied, the
Message value is ignored.

MessageFile

Optional. The path to the file
to be used for the body of the
message.

Any valid path.

None. A sample failure message file
(failmessage.txt) is located in the
XMLComposerinstallation home.
The file can contain certain tokens.
See Failure Notification for details.
When MessageFile is specified, the
Message option (above) is ignored.

To

The "To" recipient of the
email message.

Any valid email address.

None. If no To value is specified, the
email is not sent.

From

The "From" sender of the
email message.

Any valid email address.

None. If no From value is specified,
the email is not sent.

Cc

An optional "Cc" recipient of
the email message.

Any valid email address.

None.

Subject

Required. The subject of the
email message.

Any plain-text email
subject line, up to 256
characters in length.

The default Subject is: "Composition
Failure Notification from
XMLComposer".

CharSet

The character set of the body
of the message.

Any valid character set.

us-ascii
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6.2. Sample XMLCOMPOSE.INI File
A typical xmlcompose.ini file might look like this:
[General]
Looseleaf=TRUEPublicationHome=My_Documents-Looseleaf
[Workflow]Publish=TRUEPrint=UPDATEPhase=CURRENT
CreateUpdateOnPublish=TRUE
[Transform]
WantHTML=FALSE
WantRTF=TRUE
WantPDF=TRUE
[HTMLOptions]
NewFile=page,1-3
MakeTOC=TRUE
AddNav=TRUE
[RTFOptions]
EmbedImages=TRUE
NewFile=page,2

Formatted as an XML file, the same xmlcompose.ini file might look like this:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE xcjob PUBLIC "//Metaformix//DTD <i>&ProdName;</i> Job//EN"
"http://www.metaformixis.com/xmlcomp/dtd/xcf.dtd" []><xcjob>
<general>
<loosleaf enable="true"/>
<publicationhome>My_Documents-Looseleaf</publicationhome>
</general>
<workflow>
<publish enable="true"/>
<print type="UPDATE"/>
<phase type="CURRENT"/>
<createupdateonpublish enable="true"/>
</workflow>
<transform>
<wanthtml enable="false"/>
<wantrtf enable="true"/>
<wantpdf enable="true"/>
</transform>
<htmloptions>
<newfile setting="page,1-3"/>
<maketoc enable="true"/>
<addnav enable="true"/>
</htmloptions>
<rtfoptions>
<embedimages enable="true"/>
<newfile setting="page,2"/>
</rtfoptions>
</xcjob>

See Examples of XML Looseleaf and Transformation Workflows for scenarios involving workflow
control using xmlcompose.ini.
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6.3. File Types and Handling
While XMLComposer is designed primarily with XML files in mind, TopLeaf can typeset any SGMLbased document format, including SGML and HTML. XMLComposer will respond to the following
file extensions, and will pass these files to TopLeaf:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

.xml
.sgm
.sgml
.htm
.html

After a file has been processed, XMLComposer deletes the file from the input directory. If typesetting
errors are generated, a ".err" file will appear in the output directory.
XMLComposer also responds to job control files, which have a .xcf file extension. These are discussed
in the next section.

6.4. XMLComposer Job Control Files
XMLComposer provides for more complex forms of integration and finer control of processing
behavior through the use of job control files.
An XMLComposer job control file is a small file submitted into a watched folder, which contains jobspecific options that can be different from those specified in the xmlcompose.ini file for the folder.
Using job control files, external applications can:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

specify whether to create a linked partition
provide a specific partition name
override any of the options specified in the xmlcompose.ini file
define where the XML source file is located
generate master TOC, index or filing instructions
assemble multiple partitions into a single PDF, HTML, EPUB or RTF file
set TopLeaf partition and leaf indicators.

Job control files have a .xcf file extension. The structure of the .xcf file is identical to the
xmlcompose.ini file, and can be in either .ini file format or XML format. All of the options available
in the xmlcompose.ini file can be specified in the job control file.
Options specified in the job control file take precedence over options that are also present in the
xmlcompose.ini file. For example, the xmlcompose.ini file in a folder may specify the option
LooseLeaf=TRUE. By default, files processed by XMLComposer in that folder will be created as
loose-leaf partitions. By specifying LooseLeaf=FALSE in a job control file, the other processing
options in the xmlcompose.ini file can be retained, but the partition created as a standard TopLeaf
partition.
One difference between the job control file and the xmlcompose.ini file is that the job control file
must specify where to find the XML file to process. The XML file is not deposited into the watched
folder when a job control file is used. Instead, it is deposited in another location, or, alternatively,
embedded as data within the job control file itself. At the end of processing, the source XML file is
deleted by XMLComposer, unless the partition associated with it has been defined as a linked
partition. The job control file is always deleted.

Note:

Embedding XML data within the job control file has certain constraints associated with
it. Refer to Other Source XML File Options for more information.
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6.4.1. Job Control File Options
The syntax of the job control (.xcf) file is the same as the xmlcompose.ini file. In addition to the
options available through the xmlcompose.ini file, the options in the table below can also be specified.
The SourceFile option in the General section is mandatory in all cases except when defining an
Assemble request.

Note:

The SourceFile may also reference a ".bk" file. ".bk" files are simple text files that list
multiple XML files. You can use ".bk" files to build single documents from multiple
files.

6.4.1.1. [General] Section
Key

Description

Values

Default (Key not present)

SourceFile

Mandatory except when
[Assemble] is present, or a
database connection is provided.
Specifies where the XML source
file is found.

Can be an absolute
path, UNC path, or
{Data} token. If the
path ends with ".bk",
then the source is
considered a book
file, which contains a
list of XML
documents.

None. If absent from the .xcf file,
the attempt to process will be
rejected. If the {Data} token is
used, then the .xcf file must also
contain a [Data] section.
Everything in the .xcf file
subsequent to the [Data] section is
deemed part of the XML data. See
Other Source XML File Options
for more information.

Repository

Sets an alternate root path for the
TKSLLDIR (repostitory) setting.

Any path.

None. When absent, the
XMLCOMPOSE.CFG setting is
used.

Link

Determines whether a new
TRUE or FALSE
partition will be created as a
linked partition or standard
partition. Standard partitions have
the XML source copied into the
TopLeaf repository. Linked
partitions do not.

FALSE. A standard partition is
created. XML source data is
copied into the TopLeaf
repository.

Name

Specifies an alternate name for
Any file system
new partitions and name for
compliant characters
output. For example, a job control
file might have a numeric
identifier, but the output PDF
requires a descriptive name.

When absent, the name of the .xcf
file is used for the name of the
partition (when creating new
partitions) and the name of the
generated output.

PageStart

Specifies the starting odd page
number for new partitions.

Any odd page
Defaults to "1". If an even number
number, e.g., 1, 3, 5, 7 is supplied, it is incremented to
and so on.
the next odd number.

PageFormat

Specifies the page numbering
format for new partitions.

0 through 4
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6.4.1.2. [AssembleFlow] Section
Key

Description

Values
TRUE or FALSE

Default (Key not present)

Compose

Specifies whether XMLComposer
will compose the document(s)
before creating output for
assembly

ForceCompose

Forces the partitions to be
TRUE or FALSE
composed prior to creating output,
regardless of the partitions'
composition state.

FALSE.

Phase

Determines which document
phase is generated for assembly.

CURRENT.

Print

Specifies whether all document
FULL, UPDATE
pages are generated, or only those
that have been updated.

CURRENT,
PUBLISH, UPDATE

FALSE. Composition will not be
run. Note that when set to TRUE,
composition only occurs if the
partition requires it.

FULL.

6.4.1.3. [Assemble] Section
Key

Description

Values

Default (Key not present)

AssemblySource

For MetaForms use. The name of WebBook name.
the WebBook from which the list
of documents is to be taken. Used
in conjunction with the [General]
"Lock" option to ensure the
WebBook is locked during
transform processing.

None.

a_<value>

Identifies documents to be
assembled. <value> is an integer
from 0 to an upper limit. By
default up to 1,000 documents
may be listed. The order of
assembly is determined by the
value of the integer.

Keys must range from
a_0 through an upper
limit. Values are
TopLeaf partition
paths relative to the
defined repository.

None. TopLeaf partition syntax is
used for defining documents
based on the currently defined
repository. Documents must
reside within the same repository.
If Printer has been defined,
documents in the list are sent to
the printer in turn as separate print
requests. If WantRTF is FALSE,
no RTF output is generated. If
WantPDF is FALSE, no PDF
output is generated. If
WantHTML is FALSE, no HTML
is genreated. If WantEPUB is
FALSE, no EPUB is generated.

Values

Default (Key not present)

TRUE or FALSE for
each of TOC, INDEX,
XREEF and FILING
keys. You can specify

FALSE. No master TOC, index,
XREF or filing instructions is
generated. If any key value is
TRUE, and WantPDF is FALSE,
...continued

6.4.1.4. [AssembleAlt] Section
Key
TOC, INDEX and/or
FILING

Description
Instructs XMLComposer to
generate a "master" Table of
Contents, Index, XREF, and/or
Filing Instructions file. Used in
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[AssembleAlt] Section — continued
Key

Description

Values

Default (Key not present)

conjunction with the list of
any or all four keys in
partitions in the [Assemble]
one job file.
section of the job control file. The
order of assembly is determined
by the value of the key in the
[Assemble] section.

a master toc/index/filing file is
generated, and no assembled PDF
output is generated. Similarly, if
WantRTF is FALSE, no
assembled RTF output is
generated; if WantHTML is
FALSE, no assembled HTML is
generated; and if WantEPUB is
FALSE, no assembed EPUB is
generated.

Location

When a TOC, XREF or Index is
requested, generated output is
normally deposited in the
configured output folder. By
providing this key, XMLComposer
redirects output to the selected
location.

Can be either a path,
or a token. Two
tokens are supported:
{Partition} and {n}
(where "n" is an
integer).

The default location for generated
output is the configured output
folder. If the {Partition} token is
used, a partition is created (or
updated) having the same name as
the generated file, and is created
within the same publication as the
first partition listed in the
[Assemble] section. If the {n}
token is used, the generated XML
is deposited in the partition folder
associated with the partition listed
in the assemble section having
that key's sequence value. For
example, if a partition in the
[Assemble] section is listed for
key "a_2", then when "{2}" is
specified, the output is deposited
in the partition associated with the
"a_2" key.

Compose

Instructs XMLComposer to
compose the generated output
(TOC, index, or XREF files)
when the Location key references
either the {Partition} or {n}
token.

TRUE or FALSE.

TRUE. Generating multiple
outputs (TOC, index or XREF
file) will result in composition
being run on the partition(s)
associated with the output.

6.4.1.5. [Indicators] Section
Key

Description

Values

Default (Key not present)
None. Use of TopLeaf indicators
is specifc to the publication being
composed. There is no standard or
default use. If an assembly request
has been made, the [Indicators]
section is disregarded.

Indicator name
followed by value

An indicator name is an alpha
character (A to Z). One instance
of each indicator name must be
specified.

Values are any text to
be passed as the
indicator value, up to
32,000 characters
long. These must
appear on a single line
in the job control file.

SourceFile

Provides a full path specification
to a complete, properly formatted
TopLeaf indicators file.

Any file system
None.
compliant path
specification, or a
token ({Data}). When
...continued
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[Indicators] Section — continued
Key

Description

Values

Default (Key not present)

the token is used, the
job file must also
contain a [Data]
section (.ini format
only).
6.4.1.6. [LeafIndicators] Section
The [LeafIndicators] section applies only to looseleaf documents.
Key

Description

Values

Default (Key not present)

L_<value>=
<indicator>, followed
by a page or wildcard,
and value

<value> is an integer from 1 to
32,000. An indicator name is an
alpha character (A to Z). A page
number or "*" wildcard specifies
on which page(s) the value is
applied. NOTE: Only looseleaf
documents may set leaf indicators.

Pages are either an
odd (right-hand) page
number for doublesided loose-leaf, any
number for singlesided loose-leaf, or
the "*" wildcard.
Values are any text to
be passed as the
indicator value, up to
32,000 characters
long. These must
appear on a single line
in the job control file.

None. Use of TopLeaf indicators
is specifc to the publication being
composed. There is no standard or
default use.

SourceFile

Provides a full path specification
to a complete, properly formatted
TopLeaf leaf indicators file.

Any file system
compliant path
specification.

None.

SetDefaults

When TRUE, uses indicator keys TRUE, FALSE, ALL
and values to set default leaf
indicators. When FALSE, sets leaf
indicators on specified
pages/masks. When ALL, sets
both default and specified
pages/masks.

FALSE.

MaxIndicators

Sets the maximum number of leaf A number from 1 to
indicator keys to scan.
32000.

0 (no leaf indicators processed).
Setting to a number that matches
the expected maximum number of
leaf indicators used improves
performance of indicator
processing.

6.4.1.7. [Workflow] Section
Key
Name

Description

Values

Default (Key not present)

Name of the generated output file
(PDF).

Any file system
compliant characters.

None. When absent, the partition
name is used for the output file
name. When both "Name" keys
are present, the Workflow
...continued
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[Workflow] Section — continued
Key

Description

Values

Default (Key not present)
section's Name key is used for the
output file name, while the
General section's Name key
defines the partition name.

6.4.1.8. [Difference] Section
Key

Description

Values

Default (Key not present)

Command

Defines a difference command to
run on the incoming data. See
Differencing, later in this
document for details and
requirements. There are two
possible syntaxes: a command,
with arguments, or a command
with separate arguments, specified
in the PreProcessor section as
Arg1 through Arg10.

Any available
command-line
program, batch file, or
script.

None. Tokens can be used as
placeholders: {PUBLISHDATA},
{CURRENTDATA},
{SOURCEFILE} and
{OUTPUT}.

Arg<n>

<n> is an integer from 1 through
10. Values become arguments to
the specified Command. If no
Command is specified, these
values are ignored.

A token, or other
information
applicable to the
operation of the
specified Command.

None. See Differencing for more
information.

6.4.1.9. [Merge] Section
Key

Description

Values

Default (Key not present)

Command

Defines a command to execute on
the list of documents in the
[Assemble] section. There are two
possible syntaxes: a command,
with arguments, or a command
with separate arguments, specified
in the PreProcessor section as
Arg1 through Arg10.

Any available
None.
command-line
program, batch file, or
script. The program
must take three
parameters: two input
files to be merged,
and an output file
name where the
merged output is
written. Three tokens
can be used as
placeholders:
{FILE1}, {FILE2},
and {OUTPUT}.

Arg<n>

<n> is an integer from 1 through
10. Values become arguments to
the specified Command. If no
Command is specified, these
values are ignored.

A token, or other
information
applicable to the
operation of the
specified Command.
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6.4.2. RetainOnComplete in Job Control Files and XMLCompose.ini Files
The RetainOnComplete XMLCompose.ini file setting is permitted, but effectively ignored, in a job
control file. The purpose of RetainOnComplete is to allow the automatic move of the source XML file
dropped into a folder, to the output folder. By default the dropped file is deleted after processing.
A job control file either defines no source file (as in the case of a Document Assembly or database
request) or a source XML file not in the XMLComposer watched folder. The dropped file in this case
is the .xcf job control file itself. The job control file is never retained.
The source file pointed to in the .xcf file is always deleted, unless the partition has been set up as a
linked partition. Linked partition source files are never deleted.

Note:

If the source file referenced in the .xcf file is a book (".bk") file, it is never deleted or
moved from its original location, regardless of the RetainOnComplete setting.

6.4.3. Document Assembly
You can create a job control file that performs document assembly, merging multiple TopLeaf
partition documents into a single PDF, HTML, EPUB and/or RTF output. The job control file must
contain an [Assemble] section, within which a list of TopLeaf partitions is associated with a key.
Keys in the [Assemble] section must be defined according to the syntax:
a_<value>

where <value> is an integer from 0 to an upper limit. The default upper limit is 1,000 items, so the
default maximum <value> is 999. The upper limit is controllable by a setting in the xmlcompose.cfg
file. See Indicators/Assembly for more information.
XMLComposer extracts the partition associated with each key, and uses this information to generate a
single, continuous PDF document.
You can control assembly workflow by specifying a section called [AssembleFlow]. AssembleFlow
identifies certain actions you want to be taken during PDF production.
For example, you can instruct XMLComposer to run TopLeaf composition prior to generating the
output for each listed partition. Using the AssembleFlow section, you can also instruct XMLComposer
to generate a specific phase, and type (updated pages only, or all partition pages).
When the [Assemble] section is present, the job control file does not require a source document
specification. If you do provide a source document in the [General] section, that document will be
processed prior to document assembly. You can therefore combine both a document processing and
document assembly request in one job control file.
The numeric value of the key in the [Assemble] section determines the order of document as it is
assembled. In order to ensure proper sequencing, applications that generate XMLComposer job control
files must make sure that the requested partitions are written into the .xcf file with a key that indicates
the proper order (lowest-value integer first, highest-value integer last).
If WantPDF, WantHTML, WantEPUB and WantRTF are all set to FALSE, no assembly occurs. If
Printer has been defined, regardless of the WantPDF, WantHTML, WantEPUB and WantRTF setting,
pages from each partition in the list are sent in turn to the printer device. By combining
WantPDF=FALSE, WantHTML=FALSE, WantEPUB=FALSE and WantRTF=FALSE, and setting a
Printer device name, you can create a print request that sends data directly to the print device without
generating other output.
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6.4.3.1. Sample Document Assembly Job Control Files
A sample document assembly job control file is shown below.
[General]
Name=MyAssembledDocument
[AssembleFlow]
Print=FULL
Phase=CURRENT
Compose=TRUE
[Assemble]
a_1=myDocuments-chapter_1
a_0=LarrysDocuments-chapter_2
a_2=GeorgesDocuments-chapter_3

The XML formatted version of this control file would look like this:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xcjob>
<general>
<name>MyAssembledDocument</name>
</general>
<assemble>
<a sequence="1">myDocuments-chapter_1</a>
<a sequence="0">LarrysDocuments-chapter_2</a>
<a sequence="2">GeorgesDocuments-chapter_3</a>
</assemble>
<assembleflow><print type="FULL"/>
<phase type="CURRENT"/>
<compose enable="true"/>
</assembleflow>
</xcjob>

In this example, the order of the assembled documents will be:
LarrysDocuments-chapter_2
myDocuments-chapter_1
GeorgesDocuments-chapter_3

because the key "a_0" specifies LarrysDocuments-chapter_2 first, "a_1" specifies myDocumentschapter_1, and "a_2" specifies GeorgesDocuments-chapter_3 last.

Note:

By specifying a Name in the general section, you can provide an alternate name to the
assembled document. By default, the name of the output is the name of the .xcf file
being processed.

Note:

Document assembly jobs disregard most .xcf file settings. Sections that are supported
include General, Assemble, AssembleFlow, AssembleAlt, Transform, PDFOptions,
RTFOptions, EPUBOptions and HTMLOptions. Within the General section, only the
Name and Repository settings are significant.

Note:

Partition names cannot exceed 256 characters in length.
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Document assembly job control files ignore the PublicationHome key, because the partitions listed
can be across publications within a single TopLeaf repository. Therefore, the partitions listed must list
the complete path to the partition, minus the repository root. For example, if your repositiory is
C:\TopLeaf, and you wish to assemble documents within a publication named MyPublication, then
the list of partitions in the job control file must include the MyPublication portion of the path.
Suppose the partition names are MyDocument1 and MyDocument2. The complete file system path
would be:
C:\TopLeaf\MyPublication\MyDocument1

and

C:\TopLeaf\MyPublication\MyDocument2

The job control file to assemble these two documents must reference:
A_0=MyPublication/MyDocument1
A_1=MyPublication/MyDocuiment2

In the next sample, PDF generation is disabled, and a printer is specified. (WantPDF and Printer are
settings that can be specified in XMLCOMPOSE.INI files.)
[General]
Printer=\\printsrv\colour_proof
[AssembleFlow]
Print=FULL
Phase=CURRENT
Compose=TRUE
[Assemble]
a_1=myDocuments-chapter_1
a_0=LarrysDocuments-chapter_2
a_2=GeorgesDocuments-chapter_3
[Transform]
WantPDF=FALSE

The XML format for this .ini file would be:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xcjob>
<general>
<printer>\\printsrv\colour_proof</printer>
</general>
<assemble>
<a sequence="1">myDocuments-chapter_1</a>
<a sequence="0">LarrysDocuments-chapter_2</a>
<a sequence="2">GeorgesDocuments-chapter_3</a>
</assemble>
<assembleflow>
<print type="FULL"/>
<phase type="CURRENT"/>
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<compose enable="true"/>
</assembleflow>
<transform>
<wantpdf enable="false"/>
</transform>
</xcjob>

The documents in the list are printed to \\printsrv\colour_proof in the order:
LarrysDocuments-chapter_2
myDocuments-chapter_1
GeorgesDocuments-chapter_3

6.4.4. Using Book Files
A book file is a plain text file ending with a ".bk" extension. The book file can list one or more XML
files to be treated as multiple source files for a single job request. Each referenced XML file is
composed in the sequence in which it appears in the book file, into a single document partition.
Book files can only be referenced as the SourceFile in .xcf files; you cannot drop a book file into a
watched folder for processing. If you do, it will be ignored.
The XML files referenced in the book file are assumed to reside in a location that does not change
over time. If the locations do change, then the book file must be updated before a job request is
submitted.
The XML files would typically be specifed using their full path, using either drive letter or UNC
syntax.
Partitions created from book files are always created as not linked. Consequently specifying
Link=TRUE in the .xcf file is ignored. Looseleaf=TRUE is also ignored. Partitions created from book
files cannot be loose leaf.
A book file might look like this:
\\fred\sources\ch1.xml
\\fred\sources\ch2.xml
\\wilma\prod\ableA.xml
\\wilma\prod\ableB.xml
g:\static\xml\appendix1.xml
g:\static\xml\appendix2.xml

The files must all be accessible to the XMLComposer service login user.
A .xcf file referencing a book file might look like:
[General]
Name = MyBookTest
SourceFile = C:\Books\MyBookTest.bk
Link = FALSE

You can update the content of the book file and re-send the job request to TopLeaf to change
document sequences within the partition, or add or remove documents from the set. If the partition is
looseleaf, however, then the range of affected pages could be quite large for any given update.

Note:

Book files cannot be used with loose leaf publications.
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6.4.5. Transformations
XMLComposer allows you to request transformations to any of the available output formats: PDF,
RTF, EPUB and HTML. The transformation request can be configured to run for every file landing in
a watched folder, via the xmlcompose.ini file, or on an individual job basis, via the XMLComposer job
control file.
A transformation request is made by adding the appropriate flag to the [Transform] section of the
xmlcompose.ini or .xcf file:
[Transform]
WantRTF=TRUE

Each transformation type supports a set of transformation options. These may also be specified. See
Transform for an explanation of the options available with each transformation type.
As well, XMLComposer lets you specify a custom transformation sub-type. Custom transformations
are separately built plug-ins for TopLeaf. TopLeaf comes with transformations for EPUB, RTF and
HTML. These are Java applications that can be extended (refer to TopLeaf documentation for more
information).
For example, if a custom transformation named rtfx was built based on the RTF transformation plugin, then you can instruct XMLComposer to use this transformation plug-in:
[Transform]
WantRTF=TRUE
ExtendedRTFType=rtfx

The ExtendedHTMLType key is used the same way, to specify transformations using plug-ins based
on the HTML transformation plug-in.

Note:

Extended transform types are currently ignored in document assembly requests. They are
honored when transforming a single partition.

6.4.6. Generating Master TOC, XREF, Index and Filing Instructions Files
When running an assembly job, you can request that a master TOC, XREF, index or filing instruction
file also be generated, by adding a section to the job control file called AssembleAlt. This section can
contain any of three keys, or all three together:
♦
♦

♦

♦

TOC: When set to TRUE, instructs XMLComposer to generate a master TOC composed of the tables
of contents from each of the partitions appearing in the [Assemble] section of the job control file.
INDEX: When set to TRUE, instructs XMLComposer to generate a master index composed of the
index files generated from each of the partitions appearing in the [Assemble] section of the job control
file.
FILING: When set to TRUE, instructs XMLComposer to generate a master filing instruction
composed of the filing instructions from each of the partitions appearing in the [Assemble] section of
the job control file.
XREF: When set to TRUE, instructs XMLComposer to generate a master XREF file composed of the
XREF fiels generated from each of the partitions appearing in the [Assemble] section of the job
control file.

The generated files appear in the defined output folder for the watched folder receiving the job. The
output files are named according to the name of the XMLComposer job naming options (e.g., either
the file name of the job file, or the alternate name specified in the [General] section of the job control
file). Each generated file has "TOC_", "Index_", "XREF_" or "Filing_" prepended to the name. Each
file is an xml file capable of being processed by TopLeaf.
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If you include a [AssembleAlt] section with an assembly job, both the assembled document PDFs and
master TOC, index, XREF and/or filing instruction XML files are generated. You can suppress
generation of the assembled document PDF by specifying WantPDF=FALSE in the [Transform]
section of the job control file. In this case, only the generated TOC, index and/or filing instruction
XML files are output.
6.4.6.1. Sample Master TOC, XREF, Index and Filing Instruction Request
The following is an example of a request to generate a "master" TOC, index and filing instruction for
the listed partitions.
[General]
Repository=D:\TopLeaf
[Assemble]
a_1=XMLComposer/Guides/Admin
a_2=Metaformix/Metaforms/Metaforms/MetaFormsUserGuide
a_3=Metaformix/Metaforms/Metaforms/MetaFormsAdmin
[AssembleAlt]
TOC=TRUE
INDEX=TRUE
FILING=FALSE
XREF=TRUE
[Transform]
WantPDF=FALSE

Below, the same request is expressed as an XML document:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xcjob>
<general>
<repository>D:\TopLeaf</repository>
</general>
<assemble>
<a sequence="1">&ProdName;/Guides/Admin</a>
<a sequence="2">Metaformix/Metaforms/Metaforms/MetaFormsUserGuide</a>
<a sequence="3">Metaformix/Metaforms/Metaforms/MetaFormsAdmin</a>
</assemble>
<assemblealt>
<toc enable="true"/>
<index enable="true"/>
<filing enable="false"/>
<xref enable="false"/>
</assemblealt>
<transform>
<wantpdf enable="false"/>
</transform>
</xcjob>

In this example, the TOC, XREF and index entries for each of three partitions are combined into one
"master" XML file (one file for TOC, one for XREF, and one for index). If the job file is named
"MasterTOC.xcf", then the generated XML files will be named "TOC_MasterTOC.xml",
"XREF_MasterTOC.xml" and "Index_MasterTOC.xml", respectively. Note that a filing instruction is
not requested (FILING=FALSE).
Because this job request has a [Transform] section that specifies WantPDF=FALSE, the listed
partitions do not combine to produce one larger PDF document. Instead, only the generated XML
files are produced. If WantPDF=TRUE (or WantRTF=TRUE, WantHTML, or WantEPUB is set),
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then an assembled PDF (or RTF, HTML or EPUB) is produced in addition to the master TOC and
index files.

Note:

The partitions do not need to reside within the same publication.

Note:

To effectively compose the generated document(s) you must have a publication set up in
TopLeaf that has been designed to compose the XML mark-up contained in TopLeafgenerated TOC, index and filing instruction documents.

6.4.6.2. Relocating TOC, Index or XREF output
By default, all TOC, index or XREF generated output is deposited in the output folder associated with
the input folder being monitored by XMLComposer . However, sometimes these files need to be read
back into a partition to provide properly formatted TOC, index or other information. The Location
key can be added to the [AssembleAlt] section to instruct XMLComposer to move the generated
outputs.
In the following example, a master TOC and a master XREF file are requested in the [AssembleAlt]
section. The name of the generated PDF for this request is AltInfo, so XMLComposer will generate a
TOC file named TOC_AltInfo.xml and an XREF file named XREF_AltInfo.xml. By specifying an
alternative location, these generated files will be moved to that location.
[General]
Name=AltInfo
[Assemble]
A_1=metaformix/test/testA
A_2=metaformix/test/testB
A_3=metaformix/test/testC
[Indicators]
A=My Indicator
[LeafIndicators]
SetDefaults = TRUE
L_1=D,*,3/07
[AssembleAlt]
TOC=TRUE
XREF=TRUE
Location=c:/temp
[AssembleFlow]
Compose=TRUE

The Location key can also have either of two tokens: {Partition} or {n} (where "n" is an integer). In
these cases, output is moved to locations within the TopLeaf repository.
When the {Parititon} token is specified, XMLComposer scans the [Assemble] section to locate the
lowest-sequenced partition in the list. Using this information, the TOC, XREF and/or index files will
be used as source data for their own partitions, located in the publication associated with the lowestsequenced partition in the [Assemble] section.
[General]
Name=AltInfo
[Assemble]
A_1=metaformix/test/testA
A_2=metaformix/test/testB
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A_3=metaformix/test/testC
[Indicators]
A=My Indicator
[LeafIndicators]
SetDefaults = TRUE
L_1=D,*,3/07
[AssembleAlt]
TOC=TRUE
XREF=TRUE
Location={1}
[AssembleFlow]
Compose=TRUE

In the example above, two partitions are created: TOC_AltInfo, and XREF_AltInfo. These are
created in the publication where the assemble section's "A_1" key's partition is located
(metaformix/test). The partitions are initialized using the same DTD, catalog, and looseleaf settings as
the testA partition.
If partitions with those names already exist, then they are updated with the generated information.
When the location is specified using the {<n>} token (where <n> is a number), the TOC, index and/or
XREF files are moved to the partition folder associated with the [Assemble] section's partition having
that key value.
[General]
Name=AltInfo
[Assemble]
A_1=metaformix/test/testA
A_2=metaformix/test/testB
A_3=metaformix/test/testC
[Indicators]
A=My Indicator
[LeafIndicators]
SetDefaults = TRUE
L_1=D,*,3/07
[AssembleAlt]
TOC=TRUE
XREF=TRUE
Location={1}
[AssembleFlow]
Compose=TRUE

In the above example, TOC, index and XREF files are deposited in the testA partition folder.
By specifying a location of {0}, XMLComposer locates the lowest-sequenced item in the partitions
listed in the [Assemble] section, and deposits output there.
By specifying a TOC, index or XREF partition in the [Assemble] list, XMLComposer can autogenerate the TOC, index or XREF information, then build a final assembled PDF containing those
partitions
[General]
Name=AltInfo
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[Assemble]
A_0=metaformix/test/tocentry_AltInfo
A_1=metaformix/test/testA
A_2=metaformix/test/testB
A_3=metaformix/test/testC
A_4=metaformix/test/XREF_AltInfo
[Indicators]
A=My Indicator
[LeafIndicators]
SetDefaults = TRUE
L_1=D,*,3/07
[AssembleAlt]
TOC=TRUE
XREF=TRUE
Location={Partition}
[AssembleFlow]
Compose=TRUE

The example above is expressed in XML as follows:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-16"?>
<!DOCTYPE xcjob PUBLIC "//Metaformix//DTD <i>&ProdName;</i> Job//EN"
"http://www.metaformixis.com/xmlcomp/dtd/xcf.dtd">
<xcjob>
<general>
<name>AltInfo</name>
</general>
<assemble>
<a sequence="0">metaformix/test/tocentry_AltInfo</a>
<a sequence="1">metaformix/test/test</a>
<a sequence="2">metaformix/test/test</a>
<a sequence="3">metaformix/test/test</a>
<a sequence="4">metaformix/test/XREF_AltInfo</a>
</assemble>
<indicators>
<A>My Indicator</A>
</indicators>
<leafindicators>
<l sequence="1">D,*,3/07</l>
</leafindicators>
<assemblealt>
<toc enable="true"/>
<xref enable="true"/>
<location>{Partition}</location>
</assemblealt>
<assembleflow>
<compose enable="true"/>
</assembleflow>
</xcjob>

6.4.6.2.1 Using Indicators with [AssembleAlt]
When an [AssembleAlt] section specifies a location with the {Partition} token, successful
composition may require setting indicators, since the style of the publication as a whole may refer
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to indicators. In this case, the indicators must be passed as part of the assemble request, as shown in
all the above examples.
6.4.6.2.2 Composing Partitions Affected by the Use of the [AssembleAlt] Location Key
By default, when the Location key specifies either the {Partition} or {n} tokens, the affected
partitions are composed as part of the [AssembleAlt] processing. It is common, when reincorporating generated information into a document, for page numbering to be affected.
Consequently, two passes are automatically made on the affected partitions to ensure accurate
information.To suppress auto-composition, provide the Compose key in the [AssembleAlt] section,
with a value of FALSE. The value of the Compose key in the [AssembleFlow] section is not
related to nor affected by the Compose key in the [AssembleAlt] section.
6.4.7. Document Merging
XMLComposer supports calls to external tools to perform PDF merging. Using a merge tool, you can
interleave TopLeaf partitions with PDFs generated from other applications, or otherwise build
assemblies that combine PDFs from multiple sources.
The documents to be merged must be specified in the [Assemble] section of the XMLComposer job
control file in the required order, and must be accessible to XMLComposer on the network file system.
6.4.7.1. Defining a Merge Tool
The external merge tool must be a command-line tool that can operate in batch mode. The tool must
accept parameters that allow specification of two input files, and one output file. Other parameters are
permitted, but XMLComposer requires that not more than two files are to be specified for merge input
files.
The PDFTK tool (http://www.accesspdf.com/pdftk) is one example of an acceptable merge tool.
PDFTK is freely available and has been tested with XMLComposer .
Before attempting a merge job, ensure the external merge tool is properly installed and tested outside
of XMLComposer .
6.4.7.2. Creating a Merge Job
All jobs requiring calling a merge tool must first conform to the definition of a document assembly
request.
The [General] section of the job control file must also specify the key and value WantMerge=TRUE
in order to enable merging.
A [Merge] section must be present in the XMLComposer job control file. The keys for the merge
section are identical to the [Preprocessor] and [Postprocessor] sections. That is, you have two methods
available to call a merge tool: by using a single Command key, or by specifying a command and
several separate argumenst (Arg1 through Arg10).
The Command and Arg keys support three tokens: {FILE1}, {FILE2} and {OUTPUT}. During
processing the files listed in the [Assemble] section are substituted for the tokens. The {OUTPUT} is
the final assembled name, and is ususally the value of the Name key in the [General] section.
The following example demonstrates how to merge TopLeaf-generated PDFs interleaved with
external PDFs.
[General]
Name=MyAssembledDocument
WantMerge=TRUE
[Merge]
Command=c:\pdftk\pdftk-1.12\pdftk.exe "{FILE1}" "{FILE2}" cat "{OUTPUT}" dont_ask
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[AssembleFlow]
Print=FULL
Phase=CURRENT
Compose=TRUE
[Assemble]
a_0=myDocuments-chapter_1
a_1=G:\StaticPDFs\Separator1.pdf
a_2=GeorgesDocuments-chapter_2
a_3=G:\StaticPDFs\Separator2.pdf
a_4=GeorgesDocuments-chapter_3
a_5=GeorgesDocuments-chapter_4
a_5=GeorgesDocuments-chapter_5

In this example, TopLeaf partitions are composed if necessary, and a PDF generated. The PDF is
written to a temporary file. Non-TopLeaf PDF documents are not processed in any fashion.

Note:

If a merge has been requested, but there are no externally-generated PDFs in the list of
documents to assemble, XMLComposer treats the job as standard assembly request, and
the merge tool is not run.

Note:

If a merge has not been requested, but the job file specifies a list of documents which
include PDFs in addition to a list of TopLeaf partitions, the PDFs in the list are ignored.

Note:

Merging cannot be used with assembled RTF, HTML or EPUB output.

6.4.8. Setting Partition Indicators
TopLeaf supports a mechanism for providing static data to a partition. This information can be used to
set text that does not form part of the XML data stream, or provide a hook to conditional composition
based on the value of the provided indicator. There is no default or standard use of partition indicators,
but typically this feature is used to set header or other page-specific information indpendently of the
XML document. In conditional composition situations, indicators can be used to set compositional
"switches" which, through custom programming, are used to control layout.
XMLComposer provides two methods to set partition indicators through the [Indicators] section in a
job control file specification: by specifying the full file path to a properly-formatted TopLeaf
indicators file, or by providing an indicator name and the text in a <key>=<value> format.
6.4.8.1. Source File Specification
The [Indicators] must contain a key named SourceFile. When this key is present, the value must be
the path to an existing, properly-formatted TopLeaf indicators file. See TopLeaf API documentation
for a description of the format of the records in an indicators file. If a SourceFile is specified, all other
keys in this section are disregarded.
6.4.8.2. Indicator Names for Keys
A TopLeaf indicator name is a single alphanumeric character ranging from A to Z. You can specify
one instance of each indicator name in a job control file's [Indicators] section. If more than one
indicator of the same name is present, the first one encountered is used. The value for each key is any
text, up to 32,000 characters long.
An example of an indicators specification follows.
[Indicators]
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A=Revised: 29-Jun-2005
B=Version: 1.8
C=Location: B48/13

In XML, the same specification would be expressed:
<indicators>
<A>Revised: 29-Jun-2005</A>
<B>Version: 1.8</B>
<C>Location: B48/13</C>
</indicators>

6.4.9. Setting Leaf Indicators
TopLeaf supports a mechanism for providing static data to the individual leaves in a partition. This
information can be used to set text that does not form part of the XML data stream based on the value
of the provided indicator. There is no default or standard use of leaf indicators, but typically this
feature is used to set header or other page-specific information indpendently of the XML document's
content, as in cases where the information being set does not form part of the document. They can be
used to "stamp" page revision management or other information on pages as they are updated.
Leaf indicators can only be set on loose-leaf documents. On standard documents, leaf indicators are
ignored.
XMLComposer provides two methods to set leaf indicators through the [LeafIndicators] section in a
job control file specification: by specifying the full file path to a properly-formatted TopLeaf leaf
indicators file, or by providing an indicator name, the page range, and the text.
6.4.9.1. Source File Specification
The [LeafIndicators] must contain a key named SourceFile. When this key is present, the value must
be the path to an existing, properly-formatted TopLeaf leaf indicators file. See TopLeaf API
documentation for a description of the format of the records in an indicators file. If a SourceFile is
specified, all other keys in this section are disregarded.
6.4.9.2. Leaf Indicator Keys
Indicator keys in the [LeafIndicators] section of the job control file must be named L_<value> (where
<value> is an integer from 1 to 32,000). This key is used to identify the indicator information to
XMLComposer .
The complete structure of the leaf indicator key is:
L_<value>=<indicator>,<pagerange>,<text>
♦
♦
♦
♦

Note:

<indicator> is the TopLeaf indicator name (a single character, from A through Z).
<pagerange> is the number of the page to which the text is to be applied, or the "*" wildcard.
<text> is the text to be stored with the indicator.
You can specify as many instances of each indicator name as required in a job control file's
[LeafIndicators] section, up to the maximum 32,000 keys.
If two keys reference the same indicator name, the text associated with the numericallyhigher key will appear lower in the indicator list for the leaf in TopLeaf. In cases where
precedence is important, the job control file should receive indicator values in the
desired order.
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After the specification of the indicator name, a page number or wildcard must be used to indicate on
which pages the indicator applies. Following the page number, the indicator value must be specified.
The value for each key is any text, up to 32,000 characters long.
6.4.9.3. Default and Leaf-Specific Indicators
XMLComposer permits you to specify whether the leaf indicators are to be applied as default values or
as leaf-specific values. When the SetDefaults key is present and set to TRUE, the indicator keys are
applied to the partition's default leaf indicator settings. Otherwise, they are applied to pages included
in the current update only.
If an indicator key in the job control file references a page which does not exist in the partition, then
TopLeaf discards the indicator, regardless of whether you are setting defaults or not. The safest
approach to applying leaf indicators is to apply them using a wildcard page reference. This ensures
any page included in the loose-leaf update receives the new indicator value.
All leaf indicators are applied as "inserts". This means any pre-existing leaf indicators on the page are
not removed, but rather, they are simply pushed down in the list. This provides an indicator "history"
on the individual leaves in the partition.

Note:

For finer control of leaf indicators, use TopLeaf's full indicator specification in an
external file, and reference that file in the job control file using the SourceFile key (see
above).

An example of an indicators specification follows.
;Wildcards tell TopLeaf to apply the indicator to all pages included in the
current update
;You can specify individual pages, if you know that the page exists in the update.
[LeafIndicators]
SetDefaults=FALSE
L_1=A,*,Revised: 29-Jun-2005
L_2=A,*,Version: 1.8
L_3=B,*,Location: B48/13
L_4=A,3,Effective: 3-Sep-2005

The same example as an XML fragment:
<leafindicators>
<setdefaults type="false"/>
<l sequence="1">A,*,Revised: 29-Jun-2005</l>
<l sequence="2">A,*,Version: 1.8</l>
<l sequence="3">B,*,Location: B48/13</l>
<l sequence="4">A,3,Effective: 3-Sep-2005</l>
</leafindicators>

In this example, there are three "A" indicators. The first two apply to all modified pages in the
document. The third applies to page "3" only. They will be inserted into the list of leaf indicators for
all modified leaves in the order indicated here. The "B" indicator is applied to all pages in the update.

Note:

You cannot set leaf indicators on non-loose-leaf documents. You cannot apply an
indicator to more than one page at a time, unless you use the "*" wildcard, or use an
external indicators file.
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6.5. Other Source XML File Options
In some situations, it may be desirable to combine a job request and the XML data in a single job
control file, rather than separate the two.
Normally, you submit a job file that requests processing of an XML file located elsewhere from the
watched folder:
[General]
SourceFile=\\doc_server1\MyChapter.xml

or, in XML format:
<general>
<sourcefile path="\\doc_server1\MyChapter.xml"/>
</general>

However, XMLComposer also permits you to attach the XML data directly to the .xcf job file. To
utilize this method of passing data in .ini file format job files:
♦
♦

Note:

Declare the SourceFile as: SourceFile={Data}
Add a section at the end of the job file, named [Data]. The XML data must appear following the
[Data] section declaration, starting on the next line.
There must be nothing in the .xcf file subsequent to the appended XML data.

To utilize this method of passing data in XML file format job files:
♦
♦
♦
♦

Do not include the "path" attribute in the "sourcefile" element.
Store the XML document as content in the "sourcefile" element.
Use the same encoding for the .xcf file as the data being encapsulated (e.g., UTF-8).
Encapsulate the "sourcefile" content between "<![CDATA[" and "]]>" markers.

As the .xcf is processed, XMLComposer extracts the attached data and stores it in a temporary file.
The job is then processed as if the temporary file had been passed as the value for the SourceFile key.
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The following example illustrates how to embed an XML document within an XML-format .xcf job
file:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xcjob>
<general>
<sourcefile><![CDATA[
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<doc>
<head>Welcome</head>
<para>Thank you for trying our product.</para>
<para>We hope you have found it useful.</para>
</doc>
]]></sourcefile>
</general>
</xcjob>

6.5.1. Data Encoding
XML data is normally encoded as UTF-8, or UTF-16 data. Applications that combine UTF-8 or UTF16 data into the job control file's [Data] section or "sourcefile" content must write the job control file
in the appropriate format. XMLComposer can read job files encoded in ANSI, UTF-8 or UTF-16
format.
The encoding format of the embedded XML data must be written to a job control file encoded in the
same format. When XMLComposer reads the job control file, it stores the encoding format based on
either a "byte order mark" (if present), or on the encoding of the "<?" characters at the start of the file.
When the embedded data is extracted, it is written to a temporary file which retains this encoding.
Applications which cannot create multiple encoding formats should either not embed data in the job
control file, or should provide only XML encoded in ANSI or UTF-8 format.
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Sending Job Requests in XML Format

XMLComposer accepts job requests (.xcf files) formatted as XML documents as well as the common
Windows .ini format. Both XMLCompose.ini files and .xcf files can be formatted in this way, and the
formats do not need to match: You can, for example, set up an XMLCompose.ini file in .ini format,
while submitting job request files (.xcf files) in XML format.
The table below lists the section/key/value options correlated to their XML equivalents. The XML
structure is expressed in the XMLComposer job control files DTD (xcf.dtd), found in the
XMLComposer dtd folder in the installation home for XMLComposer , and also on the Metaformix
web site at:
http://www.metaformixis.com/xmlcomp/dtd/xcf.dtd

Section
General
Workflow
Assemble
AssembleFlow
AssembleAlt
Indicators
LeafIndicators
Transform
PDFOptions
RTFOptions
HTMLOptions
EPUBOptions
PreProcessor
PostCreateProcessor
PostProcessor
Pushback
Merge
Difference
Debug
MailSettings
MailOnFail

Key

XML.
Parent

xcjob

XML .
Child
general
workflow
assemble
assembleflow
assemblealt
indicators
leafindicators
transform
pdfoptions
rtfoptions
htmloptions
epuboptions
preprocessor
postcreateprocessor
postprocessor
pushback
merge
difference
debug
mailsettings
mailonfail
dbconnection
dbexecute
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Section

General

SendOnFail

Workflow

Key
Looseleaf
PublicationHome
AllowNew
AllowUpdates
RetainOnComplete
RemoveOnComplete
UseDTD
DTD
Catalog
ReleaseLabel
Printer
Compatibility
Upgrade
OutputDir
Lock
WantPreProcessor
WantPostProcessor
WantDifference
LocationID
ContinueOnError
WantFullLog
WantMerge
ExcludeUnchanged
CheckOutput
OptimizeInput
IgnoreEOTSpace
SourceFile

Repository
Link
Name
PageStart
PageFormat
WantNotify
sendonfail
Name
Publish
Print
Phase
CreateUpdateOnPublish
AutoCorrect

XML.
Parent

general

enable

workflow

XML .
Child
looseleaf
publicationhome
allownew
allowupdates
retainoncomplete
removeoncomplete
usedtd
dtd
catalog
releaselabel
printer
compatibility
upgrade
outputdir
lock
wantpreprocessor
wantpostprocessor
wantdifference
locationid
continueonerror
wantfulllog
wantmerge
excludeunchanged
checkoutput
optimizeinput
ignoreeotspace
sourcefile

repository
link
name
pagestart
pageformat
wantnotify
"true" or "false"
name
publish
print
phase
createupdateonpublish
autocorrect

XML .
Attribute
enable
enable
enable
enable
enable
enable

version
enable
enable
enable
enable
enable
enable
enable
enable
enable
enable
enable
enable
path

enable
value
value
enable

XML .
Values
"true" or "false"
content (PCDATA)
"true" or "false"
"true" or "false"
"true" or "false"
"true" or "false"
"true" or "false"
content (PCDATA)
content (PCDATA)
content (PCDATA)
content (PCDATA)
"6" or "7"
"true" or "false"
content (PCDATA)
"true" or "false"
"true" or "false"
"true" or "false"
"true" or "false"
content (PCDATA)
"true" or "false"
"true" or "false"
"true" or "false"
"true" or "false"
"true" or "false"
"true" or "false"
"true" or "false"
Specify path to
source using the path
attribute, or embed
source as content encapsulated in
<![CDATA[. . .]]>. If
path is specified,
content is ignored.
content (PCDATA)
"true" or "false"
content (PCDATA)
CDATA (default "1")
CDATA (default "1")
"true" or "false"

enable

content (PCDATA)
"true" or "false"
"full" or "update"
"current", "publish"
or "update"
"true" or "false"

enable

"true" or "false"

enable
type
type

...continued
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Section

Key

XML.
Parent

XML .
Child

A_<n>
Assemble

AssembleFlow

AssembleAlt

AIterations
CIterations
ForceCompose
Compose
Phase
Phase
TOC
Index
Filing
XREF
Location
Compose
A through Z

Indicators

assemble

assembleflow

assemblealt

indicators
SourceFile
SourceFile
L_<n>

LeafIndicators

Transform

PDFOptions

SetDefaults
MaxIndicators
WantHTML
ExtendedHTMLType
WantRTF
ExtendedRTFType
WantPDF
Compression
EmbedFonts
DisableBookmarks
Links
Security

leafindicators

transform

pdfoptions

NewFile
HTMLOptions

aiterations
citerations
forcecompose
compose
phase

count
count
enable
enable
type

print
toc
index
filing
xref
location
compose
A through Z (note
that these element
names must be in
upper case)
sourcefile
sourcefile
l

type
enable
enable
enable
enable

setdefaults

enable

maxindicators
wanthtml
extendedhtmltype
wantrtf
extendedrtftype
wantpdf
compression

value
enable

embedfonts
disablebookmarks
links
security

enable
enable
enable
type

newfile

setting

maketoc
addnav
newfile

enable
enable
setting

embedimages
pagelayout
N/A

enable
value
N/A

enable

sequence

enable
enable
type

htmloptions
MakeTOC
AddNav
NewFile

RTFOptions

EPUBOptions

a

XML .
Attribute
sequence

rtfoptions
EmbedImages
PageLayout
N/A

epuboptions

XML .
Values
CDATA (#IMPLIED)
CDATA ("1")
CDATA ("1")
"true" or "false"
"true" or "false"
"current", "publish"
or "update"
"full", or "update"
"true" or "false"
"true" or "false"
"true" or "false"
"true" or "false"
content (PCDATA)
"true" or "false"
content (PCDATA)

content (PCDATA)
content (PCDATA)
CDATA (#IMPLIED)
"true", "false" or
"all"
"0"
"true" or "false"
content (PCDATA)
"true" or "false"
content (PCDATA)
"true" or "false"
"small", "fast" or
"none"
"true" or "false"
"true" or "false"
"true" or "false"
"none", "text",
"print" or "full"
value of setting is
CDATA; defaults to
"false"
"true" or "false"
"true" or "false"
value of setting is
CDATA; defaults to
"false"
"true" or "false"
CDATA
Reserved for future
use.

...continued
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Section

Key

Command
Arg1 through Arg10
Command
PostCreateProcessor Compose
Arg1 through Arg10
Command
PostProcessor
Arg1 through Arg10
WantPushback
Pushback
WantResync
Command
Merge
Arg1 through Arg10
Command
Difference
Arg1 through Arg10
MimeType
Server
Domain
CharSet
Message
MessageFile
To
MailSettings
From
Subject
Cc
Bcce
Port
AttachOutput
AttachLog
MimeType
Server
Domain
CharSet
Message
MailOnFail
MessageFile
To
From
Subject
Cc
Port
PreProcessor

XML.
Parent

XML .
Child
command
preprocessor
arg1 through arg10
command
postcreateprocessor compose
arg1 through arg10
command
postprocessor
arg1 through arg10
wantpushback
pushback
wantresync
command
merge
arg1 through arg10
command
difference
arg1 through arg10

mailonfail

dbconnection

(See Note following
table)

dbexecute

enable

enable
enable

mimetype
server
domain
charset
message
messagefile
to
from
subject
cc
bcc
port
attachoutput
attachlog
mimetype
server
domain
charset
message
messagefile
to
from
subject
cc
port
connection
username
encodedpassword
connection
username
encodedpassword

mailsettings

(See Note following
table)

XML .
Attribute

XML .
Values
content (PCDATA)
content (PCDATA)
content (PCDATA)
"true" or "false"
content (PCDATA)
content (PCDATA)
content (PCDATA)
"true" or "false"
"true" or "false"
content (PCDATA)
content (PCDATA)
content (PCDATA)
content (PCDATA)
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA

...continued
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Note:

Only one instance of dbconnection and dbexecute are currently supported in XMLformatted .xcf files. There is no correlated parent section in .ini-formatted .xcf files for
these elements, and the DBConnection key in General sections of .ini-formatted files is
not used identically to the dbconnection element in XML-formatted files. These
diferences and restrictions may be removed in a future release.

7.2. XML Considerations
Applications with XML capabilities may be well suited to integrating with XMLComposer through
XML-formatted job requests. It is recommended that such applications do the following:
validate XMLComposer job request options against the job control file dtd
utilize UTF-8 encoding for the generated files
♦
begin each job request with the XML file header:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8">
♦
♦

Although the DTD offers a high degree of flexibility in terms of specifying multiple options (for
example, the "sourcefile" element may validly occur several times) only the first occurence of most
options is checked by XMLComposer . (In future releases, this may change.) The only exceptions to
this are the <l/> (leaf indicator) and <a/> (assemble) elements, which may occur the maximum
number of times configured.
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Using XMLComposer with Acrobat Distiller

XMLComposer utilizes TopLeaf's built-in PDF generation capabilities to produce PDF output.
However, it can alternatively use Acrobat Distiller.
XMLComposer offers two methods of integration with Distiller: by using Distiller's watched-folder
features, or through synchronized integration.

Note:

Support for Distiller is deprecated and may be removed in a future release.

8.1. Distiller Watched Folders Integration
To configure XMLComposer for use with Distiller's watched folders do the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Run Distiller on the machine where it is installed.
Add a watched folder.
Edit the XMLComposer configuration file, and specify the directory location for the "in" subdirectory of
the Distiller watched folder as the output directory for XMLComposer .
Save the configuration file and restart XMLComposer .
Leave Distiller running.

For example, suppose you set Distiller up to watch a directory named "D:\dist_input". You set an
output directory of XMLComposer to be "D:\dist_input\in", since Distiller creates an "in" and "out"
directory beneath the directory you specify as a watched directory. When you set the XMLComposer
configuration file "Printer" option, XMLComposer will generate output through the defined printer.
(The printer must be a PostScript printer/print driver set up to save output to a file.)

8.2. Synchronized Integration
To use the synchronized integration feature of XMLComposer , use XCEdit to enable the Use Distiller
option in XMLComposer 's configuration. (See Conversion Options, above). Also, set the Distiller
Home option in the configuration, or set a system-wide environment variable, DIST_HOME, to point
to the location of Distiller. For example, set the configuration option or environment variable to
"C:\Program Files\Adobe\Acrobat 7.0\Distillr". XMLComposer attempts to locate the Distiller
executable (acrodist.exe) in the defined folder.
Make sure that Distiller is set up on the same machine as XMLComposer when using synchronized
integration.
During processing through TopLeaf, XMLComposer instructs TopLeaf to print the typeset documents
to a system printer. When printing is complete, XMLComposer then starts Distiller invisibly, and
instructs Distiller to process the PostScript file which was created by TopLeaf.
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File Handling

XMLComposer copies the incoming XML file to a TopLeaf partition named after it. Once the file has
been processed by XMLComposer it is deleted from the input directory, unless an xmlcompose.ini file
or job control file sets the RetainOnComplete option to TRUE.
XMLComposer processing errors can be generated at several points in the program. When XML files
are being typeset, errors can be generated from TopLeaf. In these cases, the errors are stored in the
TopLeaf partition for the document being processed. Additional error messages may be written to an
error file which appears in the XMLComposer directory where the XML file landed. For example, if
an XML file named "myfile.xml" generates errors, a file named "myfile.err" is created when
processing starts. When processing completes, the .err file is deleted unless errors have been written to
it.
When integrating with Distiller, files appearing in the output directory may be attempted to be
processed by Distiller. This will generate errors in Distiller, but these errors can be ignored.
The processing of files through Distiller may also create log files in the output directories of Distiller,
depending on the printer definition used.

9.1. Non-XML File Handling
XMLComposer responds to file extensions of .sgm, .sgml, .htm, .html and .xml by passing files of
these types to TopLeaf.
Microsoft Word 2000 and Excel 2000 files are also detected based on their file name extensions.
When a ".doc" or ".xl*" file extension is encountered, XMLComposer refers to the command defined
in the configuration file (WordConvert or ExcelConvert) to process the files. The input file is first
copied to the output directory, before any processing begins. As processing commences, the input file
is removed from the source directory. Since external programs are called, XMLComposer does not
wait for the job to complete before processing the next file in the input directory.
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Interactions with Windows

10.1. Choosing Which Directories to Monitor
Because there are no restrictions on which directories you are allowed to monitor with
XMLComposer , you should be careful to not monitor any directories used by the operating system for
temporary storage (e.g., C:\TEMP, C:\WINDOWS\TEMP) or any directories used for caching files
(such as those used by HTTP servers, proxy servers, or those used by web browsers).
If you are running multiple instances of XMLComposer on a server, be sure not to monitor the same
directories. If you do, multiple errors are generated, and the success or failure of a rendering operation
will be totally dependent on which process got to the files first. Each instance of XMLComposer
should monitor unique directories, defined in unique configuration files.

10.2. Application Integration
Any application which writes XML, SGML or HTML files can make use of XMLComposer and
TopLeaf.
To be effectively composed by TopLeaf, the document must first be set up in TopLeaf before attempts
to process the file are made through XMLComposer .

10.3. Distributed Environment
Because XMLComposer integrates by watching folders, you can distribute processing to many servers.
For example, a document management server might place files on a file server directory watched by
XMLComposer . The XMLComposer server would host TopLeaf and perhaps Word and Excel
applications. The output from XMLComposer could then go to a directory watched by Acrobat
Distiller, which could in turn make PDFs which were uploaded back into the document manager, or
which were placed directly on a web server.
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Additionally, you can provide web server CGI or FTP access to the watched folders for remotely
accepting and processing XML files. In such an environment, a user would connect via a web CGI or
FTP server to the watched folder, and deposit files in a designated spot for XMLComposer to process.
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Examples of XML Looseleaf and
Transformation Workflows

This section provides some examples of how XMLComposer might be deployed in an environment
where users require interaction with TopLeaf's looseleaf and transformation workflow features. These
are typical scenarios that might be encountered, but your own environment will dictate how things are
set up. In this scenario, it is assumed that one or more TopLeaf publications have been created to
define the document layout for the documents being processed.

11.1. Environment Definition
In this example, authors use an XML authoring tool (such as Arbortext Epic, or Blast Radius XMetaL)
to edit the source XML files stored in a document management or content management system. They
use a screen FOSI to preview the formatting, but the final documents are centrally managed and
controlled through TopLeaf. Only one author at a time is permitted to edit a document. In TopLeaf,
there is only one document style, so all documents are maintained under one publication tree.
In order to produce documents for review and publication, they need to do the following tasks:
♦
♦
♦

Automatically create new TopLeaf looseleaf and regular partitions and preview the composed result as
PDF
Apply editing updates to new and existing TopLeaf looseleaf and regular partitions and preview both
as PDF and HTML
Accept/Approve an edited document, and pubish it. For looseleaf documents, generate a PDF of
updated/changed pages only. Automatically create the next update so that the documents are ready for
editing and previewing again.

11.2. Defining XMLComposer Requirements
From the environment, XMLComposer needs to be set up to provide workflow and transformation
capabilities as four distinct actions:
♦
♦
♦
♦

process non-looseleaf documents for previewing as PDF
process looseleaf documents for previewing as PDF
process existing looseleaf documents for previewing as PDF and HTML
publish existing looseleaf documents and generate updated/changed-page PDFs.

Each distinct action requires a different watched folder. The following folders are set up on the
TopLeaf server's "D:" drive:
♦
♦
♦

D:\xlmcomposer\General_Preview: the watched folder for processing non-looseleaf documents and
previewing as PDF
D:\xmlcomposer\LooseLeaf_Preview: the watched folder for processing looseleaf documents and
previewing as PDF
D:\xmlcomposer\PDF-HTML_Preview: the watched folder for generating PDF and HTML output of
looseleaf documents
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♦

D:\xmlcomposer\Publish: the watched folder for generating PDF and moving the documents through
the Publish phase, and creating the next update in TopLeaf.

When a document lands in any watched folder, a TopLeaf partition is created using the same name as
the name of the document file being processed. Any generated output is also named the same.
Because, in this example, only one author can work on a document at one time, there is no danger of
output from one process overwriting another. Therefore, all input folders can be mapped to the same
output folder. The XMLComposer output folder is therefore defined on the TopLeaf server as:
D:\xmlcomposer\Finished

The TopLeaf server administrator creates the folders, and sets permissions so that all TopLeaf users
have full access to all of these folders.
The XMLComposer xmlcompose.cfg file is edited using XCEdit to set up the watched folders::

The TopLeaf publication home is already defined as DocsMain-Manuals and the TopLeaf repository
is defined as D:\TopLeaf

11.3. Setting up Looseleaf and Transformation Job Control
Note:

Looseleaf features must be enabled in TopLeaf with an appropriate license key.

With the watched folders defined, the TopLeaf administrator can now set up the xmlcompose.ini files
for each of the watched folders.
11.3.1. General Preview Folder Set-up
The General_Preview folder is used for non-looseleaf (regular) documents. The goal is to accept an
XML file and produce a PDF. This is the standard, default method of processing for XMLComposer ,
so in fact, an xmlcompose.ini file is not required. However, for consistency, the TopLeaf
administrator creates one and sets its content as shown below.
[General]
Looseleaf=FALSE
PublicationHome=DocsMain-Manuals
[Transform]
WantPDF=TRUE

11.3.2. Looseleaf Preview Folder Setup
The Looseleaf_Preview folder is used to initialize looseleaf partitions. The xmlcompose.ini file for
this folder is set up as shown below. Because TopLeaf does not support two publications to mix
looseleaf and non-looseleaf documents, a separate publication home is required.
[General]
Looseleaf=TRUE
PublicationHome=DocsMain-LooseLeafManuals
AllowNew=TRUE
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[Transform]
WantPDF=TRUE

11.3.3. PDF and HTML Preview Folder Setup
The PDF-HTML preview folder is used to send document updates and generate PDF and HTML
transformations of the documents. The intention is for documents with previously-created partitions
(created through depositing in one of the other preview folders) to accept instructions for
transformation. Should a brand-new document be deposited in this folder, it will be rejected.
[General]
Looseleaf=TRUE
PublicationHome=DocsMain-LooseLeafManuals
AllowNew=FALSE
AllowUpdates=TRUE
[Transform]
WantPDF=TRUE
WantHTML=TRUE
[HTMLOptions]
NewFile=page
MakeTOC=TRUE
AddNav=TRUE

11.3.4. Publish Folder Setup
The Publish folder is used to generate PDF and move the documents through a publish and update
cycle. Should a brand-new document be deposited in this folder, it will be rejected.
[General]
Looseleaf=TRUE
PublicationHome=DocsMain-LooseLeafManuals
AllowNew=FALSE
AllowUpdates=TRUE
[Workflow]
Publish=TRUE
CreateUpdateOnPublish=TRUE
Print=UPDATE
[Transform]
WantPDF=TRUE

11.4. Workflow in Use
This section outlines the steps users of XMLComposer might do to make use of the workflow.
11.4.1. Step 1: Create a new looseleaf document
The user authors the document using an XML editor, and saves it to the storage location or document
management system. When ready to preview through TopLeaf, the author copies the file into the
D:\xmlcomposer\Looseleaf_Preview folder. TopLeaf creates the partition for the new document
automatically, and delivers a PDF of the composed document to the D:\xmlcomposer\Finished folder
if no errors have been generated.
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11.4.2. Step 2: Edit the document and deliver HTML previews
As document development proceeds, users of the company's extranet also need to preview the
documents. The author implements changes, then copies the document to the D:\xmlcomposer\PDFHTML_Preview folder. This causes both a PDF and HTML transformation of the document to be
delivered to the same D:\xmlcomposer\Finished folder.
The author also has the option of delivering the document into the Looseleaf_Preview folder as
before, if only a PDF preview is required.
11.4.3. Step 3: Complete the document
When the document is finalized, a copy is taken and placed in the D:\xmlcomposer\Publish folder.
The document is composed, a PDF rendition is made and delivered to the Finished folder, and then the
document is pushed through to its "Publish" TopLeaf phase. If the publishing operation is successful,
the document is then moved in TopLeaf to its next update phase, where it is ready to be modified
again through Step 2. Only documents previously processed through TopLeaf are permitted, because
AllowNew is set to FALSE.
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Using XMLComposer in Data-Driven TopLeaf
Applications

Note:

This section describes how to set up TopLeaf publications for use with ADO recordsets
such as those that might be returned using Active Server Pages or similar applications.
Other data-driven applications are possible using XMLComposer's built-in ODBC
database features. Refer to Intgrating with Databases for more information.

You can easily build data-driven TopLeaf applications using Microsoft ADO Active Server Pages
(ASP). ADO record sets can be persisted as XML files directly into XMLComposer -watched folders.
By creating TopLeaf publications that set the styles for these record sets, you can provide
sophisticated formatting for database records, quickly and easily. This section outlines a sample
application which implements this strategy for automated database publishing.

12.1. The ADO Record Set
ADO allows records to be persisted to the file system as XML. To do this your ASP application must
do the following:
Const adPersistXML 1
'The folder for the file must be watched by XMLComposer .
'The file name must be a .xml, .sgml, or .html file specification
'Assume RS is a recordset.
RS.Save ("D:\ XMLComposer \input\rs.xml", adPersistXML)

The resulting XML file contains one "z:row" element for each record in the record set. The fields in
the record set are expressed as attributes for this row element. For example, if your database SELECT
statement contains columns "ID", "Name", "Description", and "Price", then the ADO-generated XML
will have a set of attributes in each "z:row" record:
<z:row ID='123' Name='Gizmo' Description='One of the best buys ever!'
Price='0.10'/>

In order for TopLeaf to set these attributes, they must be set up in TopLeaf's map manager. If you are
processing different queries through TopLeaf, then attributes for all possible query results should be
mapped.

12.2. Setting up a Sample in TopLeaf
From your ASP application, save a record set from your query with XMLComposer stopped, or to a
folder not watched by XMLComposer .
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In TopLeaf, create a new publication, and use the saved record set as the first partition. This becomes
the "model" by which any other documents coming into this TopLeaf publication are built. This
should be a "DTD-less" publication.
The table below identifies the Map Manager mappings that you need to make for the same record set
described above, for XML composition to work.
Tags

Mapping Notes

Customization

Create a tag for the "z:row"
element.

Should be a "Block" format start Use custom box coding to pass attributes into
tag to make sure each record
custom tags for formatting. Example: <Name
starts a new paragraph
val={@Name}/> <Id val="{@ID}"/> <Desc
val="{@Description}"/> <Price
val="{@Price}"/> Change the order of the tags in
the custom box customization to change the order
in the composed output.

Create a "rs:data" tag

Can be used to set defaults, such
as page and column layout. All
"z:row" elements occur within
one "rs:data".

Create a custom tag for the "ID" Can also set font properties,
attribute called "%Id"
paragraph binding, etc.

Output the {@val} variable, which represents the
value of the "Name" attribute as passed into this
custom tag from the "z:row" customization.
Example:{@val}

Create a custom tag for the
"Name" attribute called
"%Name"

As above.

Output the {@val} variable, which represents the
value of the "Name" attribute as passed into this
custom tag from the "z:row" customization.
Example:{@val}

Create a custom tag for the
"Description" attribute called
"%Desc"

As above.

Output the {@val} variable, which represents the
value of the "Name" attribute as passed into this
custom tag. Example:{@val}

Create a custom tag for the
As above.
"Price" attribute called "%Price"

You can have the pre-content (upper) custom box
output a "$" before the {@val}
variable.Example:${@val}

With the basic mappings in place, you can then implement additional custom tags (e.g., for bold and
italics or other text effects) to wrap around the various "{@val}" variables to change the setting of
those values. You can also use the map manager to set the styles appropriately. For example, each
z:row element could be separated from the next with a horizontal rule.
Compose your model partition to ensure there are no errors encountered, and correct any errors and
warnings before processing queries through XMLComposer .

12.3. XMLComposer Set-up
To ensure proper formatting for files coming from your ASP application, you should segregate these
jobs from others by establishing a distinct folder for XMLComposer to monitor by adding a new
"Dirs=" command in the xmlcompose.cfg file. Once that has been done, use an xmlcompose.ini file in
the folder for the ASP jobs to set the publication home and enforce DTD-less operation.
For example:
[General]
PublicationHome= XMLComposer -DataDriven
UseDTD=FALSE
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RetainOnComplete=TRUE

Start XMLComposer and run your ASP application to test. A PDF should be generated in the assigned
output folder. If it is not, check the error logs to determine the reasons.
For different publication layouts using the same queries, use different XMLComposer monitored
folders to direct the ADO generated XML into different TopLeaf publications accordingly.
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Pre- and Post-Processing

XMLComposer allows execution of pre- and post-processing commands. A pre-processing command
is intended to run prior to processing of a file through TopLeaf. Similarly, post-processing commands
run after completion of processing through TopLeaf. While there are no restrictions on how a pre- or
post-processing command is used, the typical application is to use pre-processing commands to
perform some sort of transformation on the source file prior to processing through TopLeaf. Postprocessors are sometimes employed to move output to different destinations, or to load output into a
document or content manager.

13.1. Types of Pre-Processor Interfaces
There are two pre-processors available: a system-wide, default Perl pre-processor interface, and a
watched-folder pre-processor interface. When defined, the default, system-wide Perl pre-processor
runs on every document processed through XMLComposer . The watched-folder-specific, or job-filespecific pre-processor runs only on watched folders or specific job control files.
13.1.1. System-wide Perl Pre-Processor
The system-wide Perl pre-processor requires installation of a Perl distribution on the server. Once
installed, the system PATH environment should have the path to the perl.exe executable in it.
Use of the system-wide Perl pre-processor is enabled on the Processing tab in XCEdit. Specify the
scdript to use in the Global Perl Pre-processing script field. The Perl script must take only two
arguments: the source, or input, file, and an output file. XMLComposer uses the name of the source
file to derive an output file name, used during running of the Perl script. When the script completes,
the original source file is removed from the system, and the output file is renamed to the name of the
original source file. The file is then processed through TopLeaf.

Note:

The system-wide Perl pre-processor is provided for backward-compatibility of earlier
releases of XMLComposer, and is not the recommended implementation of a preprocessor in any new installation.

13.1.2. Watched Folder and Job File Pre-Processor Interfaces
The watched folder and job file pre-processor interfaces are designed to be language independent
"hooks" into running any available command, with up to 10 arguments. There are no restrictions on
the meaning or placement of the arguments.
Watched folder pre-processing commands are enabled by adding a [PreProcessor] section to the
xmlcompose.ini file. Job control files can likewise implement [PreProcessor] sections. As with other
job control file sections, options in the xmlcompose.ini file can be selectively overridden by
specifying them in the job control file. You can, for example, enable a folder-wide pre-processing
command, but selectively utilize it on jobs being processed.
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13.1.3. Order of Evaluation
Both the system-wide Perl pre-processor and the watched-folder pre-processor can be used together.
The order of evaluation is: system-wide Perl pre-processor first, folder-specific pre-processor next,
processing through TopLeaf last.
13.1.4. Specifying a Pre-processing Command
To implement a pre-processor, you specify the command and its arguments either in the
xmlcompose.ini file for a watched folder, or in a job control file. The command can be any executable,
batch file, or script that can be run unattended.
First, create a [PreProcessor] section in the xmlcompose.ini file (or job control file). Next, add the
Command key.
Commands can either have their arguments specified as part of the command, or can have their
arguments specified as additional key/value pairs in the [PreProcessor] section. A maximum of 10
arguments can be specified.
For example:
[PreProcessor]
Command=cscript.exe "f:\scripts\PreFilter.vbs" "{SOURCEFILE}" "{OUTPUT}"

or
[PreProcessor]
Command=cscript.exe
Arg1=f:\scripts\PreFilter.vbs
Arg2={SOURCEFILE}
Arg3={OUTPUT}

The difference between these is the size of command that can be executed. Separating the arguments
allows a much larger command string to be executed. Specifying arguments as part of the Command
limits the overall length of the command, to the size of command that can be executed by the
operating systems's command processor.

13.2. Types of Post-Processor Interfaces
Three post-processor interfaces are available. These provide command "hooks" from which other
programs or scripts can be called to perform some form of processing after XMLComposer has
generated output.
13.2.1. System-Wide Command
The Global post-processing system command defined on the Processing tab in XCEdit identifies a
command to run when all other processing is complete. The command executed must be designed to
act on the output (e.g., PDF or PostScript) generated after TopLeaf processing has completed. The
command can be any command available on the system, but must take the name of the output file as
its sole argument.
Refer to the section on configuration file syntax for more information.

Note:

The Global post-processing system command configuration file option is intended
soley for backward compatibility with older versions of XMLComposer , and is not
recommended for use in new installations.
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13.2.2. Watched Folder and Job File Post-Processor Interfaces
The watched folder and job file post-processor interfaces are designed to be language independent
"hooks" into running any available command, with up to 10 arguments. There are no restrictions on
the meaning or placement of the arguments.
Watched folder post-processing commands are enabled by adding a [PostProcessor] section to the
xmlcompose.ini file. Job control files can likewise implement [PostProcessor] sections. As with other
job control file sections, options in the xmlcompose.ini file can be selectively overridden by
specifying them in the job control file. You can, for example, enable a folder-wide post-processing
command, but selectively enable it on jobs being processed.
13.2.3. Watched Folder and Job File Post-Create Processor Interfaces
Post-create processing allows a processor to run immediately after a TopLeaf partition has been
created or updated.
The watched folder and job file post-create processor interfaces are designed to be language
independent "hooks" into running any available command, with up to 10 arguments. There are no
restrictions on the meaning or placement of the arguments.
Watched folder post-create processing commands are enabled by adding a [PostCreateProcessor]
section to the xmlcompose.ini file. Job control files can likewise implement [PostCreateProcessor]
sections. As with other job control file sections, options in the xmlcompose.ini file can be selectively
overridden by specifying them in the job control file. You can, for example, enable a folder-wide postcreate processing command, but selectively enable it on jobs being processed.
13.2.4. Order of Evaluation
Both the system-wide post-processor and the watched-folder post-processor can be used together. The
order of evaluation is: processing through TopLeaf first, followed by the folder-specific postprocessor, and finally the system-wide post-processor.
13.2.5. Specifying a Post-processing Command
To implement a post-processor, you specify the command and its arguments either in the
xmlcompose.ini file for a watched folder, or in a job control file. The command can be any executable,
batch file, or script that can be run unattended.
First, create a [PostProcessor] section in the xmlcompose.ini file (or job control file). Next, add the
Command key.
Commands can either have their arguments specified as part of the command, or can have their
arguments specified as additional key/value pairs in the [PostProcessor] section. A maximum of 10
arguments can be specified.
For example:
[PostProcessor]
Command=cscript.exe "f:\scripts\PostExec.vbs" "{SOURCEFILE}" "{WNAME}.pdf"

or
[PostProcessor]
Command=cscript.exe
Arg1=f:\scripts\PostExec.vbs
Arg2={SOURCEFILE}
Arg3={WNAME}.pdf
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13.2.6. Specifying a Post-Create Processing Command
To implement a post-create processor, you specify the command and its arguments either in the
xmlcompose.ini file for a watched folder, or in a job control file. The command can be any executable,
batch file, or script that can be run unattended.
First, create a [PostCreateProcessor] section in the xmlcompose.ini file (or job control file). Next, add
the Command key.
Commands can either have their arguments specified as part of the command, or can have their
arguments specified as additional key/value pairs in the [PostCreateProcessor] section. A maximum of
10 arguments can be specified.
For example:
[PostCreateProcessor]
Command=cscript.exe "f:\scripts\PostCreateExec.vbs" "{SOURCEFILE}" "{WNAME}.pdf"

or
[PostCreateProcessor]
Command=cscript.exe
Arg1=f:\scripts\PostExec.vbs
Arg2={SOURCEFILE}
Arg3={WNAME}.pdf

Unlike other processor hooks, the post-create processor also allows you to tell XMLComposer to
compose the partition after the processor has run. For example:
[PostCreateProcessor]
Compose=TRUE
Command=cscript.exe
Arg1=f:\scripts\PostExec.vbs
Arg2={SOURCEFILE}
Arg3={WNAME}.pdf

When Compose is set to TRUE, TopLeaf recomposes the partition following execution of the postcreate processor.

13.3. Specifying Arguments and Commands
Pre- and Post-Processing commands for folder and/or job file processing can each have up to 10
arguments. The use of these arguments is completely dependent on the command being executed.
When specifying arguments in the "Arg1" to "Arg2" list of keys in the [PreProcessor],
[PostCreateProcessor] or [PostProcessor] section, the arguments should be in intended numerically
ascending order (Arg1 preceeds Arg2, which preceeds Arg3, etc.). You must specify only arguments
your command requires. You cannot skip arguments. For example, you cannot specify Arg2 without
also specifying Arg1. You cannot specify Arg3 and Arg5 without specifying Arg4 as well.
When specifying arguments as part of the Command key, the syntax of the command should be
exactly as if you typed it into a command window at a command prompt. Commands and arguments
cannot be specified on more than one line. That is, the command:
[PreProcessor]
Command=c:\temp\MyPreCmdTest.bat c:\temp\filetest.txt c:\temp\outputtest.txt

is properly formatted, while the command:
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;<!-- ILLEGAL -- >
[PreProcessor]
Command=c:\temp\MyPreCmdTest.bat
c:\temp\filetest.txt c:\temp\outputtest.txt

is not.

13.4. Selectively Enabling a Pre- or Post-Processor
You can define a command and its arguments in a pre- or post-processor section of an xmlcompose.ini
file. However, you may not want to run the command on every file the lands in that watched folder. In
order to actually cause the command to run, the General section of the xmlcompose.ini file or job
control file must have the WantPreProcessor key, the WantPostCreateProcessor key, or the
WantPostProcessor key set to TRUE, as applicable.
Therefore, the minimum required contents of an xmlcompose.ini file that runs a pre-processor must
have settings similar to these:
[General]
WantPreProcessor=TRUE
[PreProcessing]
Command=c:\temp\MyCmd.bat foo.in bar.out

13.5. Token Substitution
Arguments to a command must be supplied according to the requirements of the command being
executed. XMLComposer makes no assumptions about what arguments are required. Typically,
however, a pre-processor will require at least the source file and an output file specification. These can
be implemented using command tokens, which XMLCompose will expand as required during
processing.
The following command tokens are available:
♦
♦
♦
♦

♦

♦
♦
♦

♦

{GNAME}: the value associated with the Name key specified in the General section of the
xmlcompose,ini or job control file
{WNAME}: the value associated with the Name key specified in the Workflow section of the
xmlcompose.ini or job control file.
{SOURCEFILE}: the value associated with the SourceFile key specified in the General section of the
job control file, or the name of the XML file dropped into the watched folder.
{OUTPUT}: a file name generated by XMLComposer during pre-processing. There is no user-defined
value associated with this token; it becomes a placeholder for a temporary file where processed output
is written. The output file becomes the input into TopLeaf.
{OUTPUTDIR}: the output path used during job processing. This can either be the path defined by
the XMLComposer configuration file, or the value specified by the OutputDir key in the [General]
section. It is the same path assigned to the file name referenced by the {OUTPUT} token.
{INPUTDIR}: the watched folder path used during job processing.
{XCFNAME}: the name of the job control file that was submitted in the watched folder.
{LOCATIONID}: a general-purpose identifier for use by document or content management systems.
The value substituted is defined by the LocationID key specified in the General section of the
xmlcompose.ini or job control file. A location ID might be used, for example, during running of a
script that loads output from XMLComposer back into the document/content manager.
{REPOSITORY}: A token for which the value of the TopLeaf repository is substituted.
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♦

{PARTITION}: A token for which the value of the TopLeaf relative partition path is substituted. By
combining the {REPOSITORY} token with the {PARTITION} token, you can refer to the full file
system path to the repository. Example:
Command=c:\myProcessors\Process.exe {REPOSITORY}\{PARTITION}
might resolve to:
c:\myProcessors\Process.exe C:\TopLeaf\Pub1\Doc1\Ch1

Note:

Tokens are enclosed by braces( "{" and "}"). For .ini-format files, the greater- and lessthan signs may be used (< and >). Braces must be used in XML-format files.

13.6. Post-Processing Notes
Post-create processing takes place after a partition has been create or updated, and before any other
actions, such as Pushback, take place.
Post-processing takes place after TopLeaf has generated output, but before the globally-defined
SysCmd command has run. Depending on the options selected, generated output will usually be either
PDF or PostScript format.
As well, since transformations may be enabled, it is possible for post-processing to alternatively
encounter HTML, EPUB or RTF files. Your post-processing command, if it deals with the output
file(s), must be prepared to deal with these file formats, if post-processing filtering is to be performed
on them.
13.6.1. Order of Output Generation
XMLComposer sequentially runs TopLeaf output generators as follows:
♦
♦
♦

If the request is for PDF, PDF is generated before other outputs. PostScript is not generated when PDF
is requested.
If the request is for PostScript, PostScript is generated before other outputs. PDF is not generated
when PostScript has been requested.
When multiple output transformations are requested, the output is generated in this order: PDF,
HTML, RTF and EPUB.

13.6.2. {OUTPUT} Token Notes
The {OUTPUT} token references a temporary file name created by XMLComposer during postprocessing. Post-processors that need to reference a specific output name can create them using the
{GNAME}, {WNAME}, {PARTITION}, {REPOSITORY} and {OUTPUTDIR} tokens. For
example:
Command = Filter.exe {GNAME}.epub {OUTPUT}

would run a program (filter.exe) on the Name set in the [General] section when a .epub file is
generated. The output is written to a file named "mx<process identifier>.tmp" in the output directory
specified for the job through the XMLComposer configuration, or through the OutputDir key in the
[General] section of the job request.
The example below creates a specific output file name based on other settings in the job request.
Command = Filter.exe {OUTPUTDIR}\{GNAME}.html {OUTPUTDIR}\{GNAME}.xml
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Here, the program (filter.exe) is run using the Name set in the [General] section when a .epub file is
generated. The output is written to a file named using the same name ({GNAME}), with a .xml
extension, in the output path (either the xmlcomposer configured output path).

13.7. Issues with Quoting and Spaces in Commands and Arguments
When a Command instruction is encountered without any arguments (no Arg keys specified),
XMLComposer uses the SYSTEM command to execute the command. When the command includes
path names (such as "C:\Program Files") that have spaces within them. Windows quoting rules apply.
However, when arguments are specified (using the Arg keys), XMLComposer executes the command
by passing it to the command interpreter (CMD.EXE). The command interpreter may strip doublequotes in unexpected ways. Therefore, we recommend that any processor requiring reference to paths
with spaces in them be wrapped in a batch script (.bat file), and any required parameters passed to the
batch script. The XMLComposer processor would then run the batch script.
This is particularly important when running the java virtual machine (java.exe), where arguments
passed to a .jar file may have references to paths including spaces. Wherever possible, locate
processors in paths without spaces.

13.8. A Real-World Pre-Processing Example
This section describes a real-world scenario that employs a pre-processor, and how to set it up in
XMLComposer. This scenario is based on an actual deployment in a production system.
13.8.1. Purpose
The document process requires a summary section of the main titles within an XML file. The
summary section is to appear at the start of the document. It is not authored by the XML authors, but
rather must get generated automatically, and prepended to the XML input document when it is being
processed by XMLComposer . In effect, a pre-processor must scan the incoming XML document, and
filter it to produce an output document that contains new data places appropriately at the start of the
XML data stream.
13.8.2. Implementation
The documentation group decides to use Perl to do the pre-processing. They install a Perl distribution
on the server. Because they are using Perl, they have two options: either use a global Perl command,
defined in XMLComposer 's xmlcompose.cfg file, or call the Perl script from within an
xmlcompose.ini file and/or a job control file.
Because other document processes do not require the pre-scan/filtering, the documentation group
decides not to implement a global Perl command, but to limit the pre-processing to only one watched
folder.
The Perl script is built and tested using sample XML documents. When the script is ready, they are
ready to go live. The script is designed to run the pre-processor with two arguments: the source file,
and the output file, in that order.
13.8.3. Setting up the Watched Folder
The content manager will write XMLComposer job control files into a watched folder. The content
manager is customized to provide the .xcf file. XMLComposer will use the xmlcompose.ini file in the
watched folder to establish default job processing options that apply to all jobs.
The xmlcompose.ini file is set up as shown below. Items pertinent to pre-processing are shown in
bold.
[General]
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LooseLeaf=TRUE
PublicationHome=Vi-Codes
RetainOnComplete=FALSE
UseDTD=TRUE
DTD=F:\xml\dtd\code.dtd
Catalog=F:\xml\catalog
WantPreProcessor=TRUE
Upgrade=TRUE
[PreProcessor]
Command=d:\perl\bin\perl.exe
Arg1=d:\Scripts\codeprefilt.pl
Arg2={SOURCEFILE}
Arg3={OUTPUT}

Alternatively, the [PreProcessor] section could also have been written:
[PreProcessor]
Command=d:\perl\bin\perl.exe d:\Scripts\codeprefilt.pl {SOURCEFILE} {OUTPUT}

With the xmlcompose.ini file set up, they are ready to test. The content manager writes an
XMLComposer job control file (.xcf) file into the folder. The content of the .xcf file is:
[General]
SourceFile=D:\temp\testsource.xml
PublicationHome=Vi-Codes-12121
Name=GX
LocationID=90201
[Indicators]
A=VI
B=Testing
[Workflow]
Name=MyTestName

The "LocationID" option contains the content manager's parent folder ID where the generated PDF is
to be loaded back, perhaps through a post-processor script. The remaining information in the .xcf file
is required for processing the documents in TopLeaf, but none of these options pertains specifically to
pre-processing.
By setting up the options properly in the xmlcompose.ini file, the existing customization to the content
manager does not need to be modified to implement any new options for the pre-processor to operate
properly.
When the .xcf file is processed, The {SOURCEFILE} token is expanded to "d:\temp\testsource.xml"
by XMLComposer . XMLComposer generates a unique temporary file in the "d:\temp" directory (since
that is where the "testsource.xml" file is located), and the path is substituted at the location where the
{OUTPUT} token is located in the argument list.
XMLComposer runs the Perl script. If processing is successful (i.e., output is generated into the
temporary file), the temporary file becomes the source file that is processed through TopLeaf.
Output from TopLeaf is named "MyTestName.pdf", and is placed in the output folder associated with
this watched folder.
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14

.

Differencing

XMLComposer supports calling an external difference engine. This can be used to automate mark-up
of the documents processed by TopLeaf, through the use of margin rules (change bars) and/or font
effects such as underlining and strike-through.

14.1. Difference Engine Requirements
The differencing engine must be callable as a command-line tool.
To be useful to TopLeaf, the output from the differencing program must be identical to the changed
version of the file, but with processing instructions or additional tags to encapsulate the changes from
the original version.
For example, assuming a simple XML document's original version contains:
<para>This is one line of text<para>

and that the changed version contains:
<para>This is the only line of text<para>

Assuming the differencing engine can insert tags that demarcate the start and stop of the change, the
output from the differencing process might look like:
<para>This is <diff:delete>one</diff:delete><diff:insert>the only</diff:insert>
line of text<para>

Difference engines that are not capable of this type of output cannot be integrated with TopLeaf.

14.2. Set-up in TopLeaf
In order for the difference tags to be handled in TopLeaf, mappings for the tags (or processing
instructions) must be provided in the publication where the documents are to reside. Typically, this
involves setting the deletion markers to either hide or strike through the deleted text, and underline
inserted text. Usually, in addition to, or instead of this type of effect, change bars (margin rules) can
be used to identify where the change on the page is occuring.
To ensure deleted text is hidden, set the deletion mark-up's mapping to scan and suppress content.
To ensure margin rules are used to highlight changes, set the "Start" mapping for the change mark-up
to begin the margin rule, and set the "End" mapping to end the margin rule.

Note:

Use of margin rules requires them to be enabled on the page layout, through TopLeaf's
page layout editor.
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14.2.1. Handling Processing Instructions
Change mark-up that relies on processing instructions requires that the publication have suitable PI
handlers. No PI handlers are provided for this purpose. If your difference engine utilizes PIs, contact
Metaformix for further details.

14.3. Job File Settings
Jobs to be differenced must be submitted through the use of job control (.xcf) files.
You must explicitly enable differencing for a job by specifing the WantDifference key in the
[General] section of the job control file.
For example:
[General]
WantDifference=TRUE

enables differencing when the job control file contains difference command instructions.
Similarly,
[General]
WantDifference=FALSE

prevents differencing, even when the job contains difference command instructions.
14.3.1. Difference Command Set-up
In order for differencing to run against a document, the job control file must contain a [Difference]
section.
Like the pre- and post-processor sections, the difference section specifies a command, and up to ten
optional arguments. Realistically, at least three arguments are required for any command: the original
document version, the changed document, and the output document.
To simplify the specification of these files, the [Difference] section of the job control file supports the
use of several tokens:
♦
♦
♦
♦

Note:

{PUBLISHDATA}: Data from the previous publish phase (if available; if not available, the current
phase is used);
{CURRENTDATA}: Data from the current update phase
{SOURCEFILE}: The file specified in the "General" section
{OUTPUT}: The difference program output file.
The tokens {GNAME}, {WNAME} and {LOCATIONID} are also available, but are not
recommended in this situation.

Examples of [Difference] section specifications follow. In these examples, it is assumed that the
differncing program accepts three arguments: original file, new file, and difference output file, in that
order.
Example 1: Compare new data to the previously published version in TopLeaf and submit the new
incoming data (with compare markup) to the partition for rendering:
[Difference]
Command="diffprogram" {PUBLISHDATA} {SOURCEFILE} {OUTPUT}
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Example 2: Compare the current update in Topleaf to the newly-submitted file:
[Difference]
Command="diffprogram" {CURRENTDATA} {SOURCEFILE} {OUTPUT}

Example 3: Compare the current update stored in TopLeaf to its previously published version (implies
this is an Assemble request):
[Difference]
Command="diffprogram" {PUBLISHDATA} {CURRENTDATA} {OUTPUT}

These commands can also be specified in the format:
[Difference]
Command="diffprogram"
Arg1={PUBLISHDATA}
Arg2={SOURCEFILE}
Arg3={OUTPUT}

14.4. Order of Evaluation
Differencing of data occurs after pre-processing. If a job requests both, the incoming data will be
processed through the pre-processor before it is differenced.
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15

.

Automatic Filing Instruction Formatting

XMLComposer provides a method for generating a PDF of filing instructions in one step. Normally,
filing instructions are one of several available exports from TopLeaf that appear as XML files. By
setting the configuration of XMLComposer appropriately, a PDF version of the instructions can be
generated.

15.1. Automatic Filing Instruction Requirements
In order for XMLComposer to produce a PDF of a filing instruction, a publication must be available in
TopLeaf where a partition named Template resides. The Template partition must contain formatting
instructions as required to produce the formatted filing instructions.
To set up such a partition, first run TopLeaf and extract a filing instruction file from a looseleaf
partition that is past the INITIAL phase. Create a new publication, and select the filing instruction
DTD (found in c:\program files\tks\data\sgml\dtd\TLfiling.dtd) for a partition you name "Template".
Set the styles appropriately for the Template partition.

15.2. Set Up XMLComposer
Once the filing instruction template partition has been defined, use XCEdit to modify the
XMLComposer xmlcompose.cfg file. On the Indicators/Assembly tab, identify the location of the
filing instruction publication in the Filing Publication Template field:
Filing

Note:

You are providing the name of the publication where the Template resides, not the name
of the Template partition. The publication name is relative to the top level of the
repository.

Save your changes to the xmlcompose.cfg file, and stop, then restart, the XMLComposer service.
Job requests that identify the [AssembleAlt] section, with a WantFiling key set to TRUE will attempt
to extract and format the partition's filing instruction(s) and generate it as a PDF.
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16

.

Pushback Requests

As documents develop, it sometimes becomes necessary to make structural changes to them, to
accommodate new attributes, or elements. In these cases, a method may be required to migrate
existing TopLeaf partitions to the new structures. Normally, changes in structure (such as adding
attributes, or renaming elements) will flag those pages containing the changes. The pushback request
circumvents this problem, by replacing the previously published version of the pages with those
generated from the structurally modified data.

16.1. Invoking a Pushback
An XMLComposer .ini or .xcf file must contain a section named [Pushback]. In addition, the
WantPushback option must be specified, with a value of TRUE. If the partition being processed is in
an updateable state, and a previously published version exists, then the pages composed from the
incoming data are then pushed back to the published phase.

16.2. Resynchronizing Current Changes
In cases where the current partition update may have been modified since the last published version, it
may be necessary to preserve the list of affected pages after the pushback has completed. To do this,
the [Pushback] section must specify the WantResync option, and set its value to TRUE.
If a resync has been requested, the current list of modified pages is extracted from the update, and
after the pushback, these pages are re-included in the update, so that the representation of the modified
pages remains the same.

16.3. Considerations
After a pushback, the previously published set of leaves is identical to the current data in the update.
Therefore, because the previously published set of leaves is overwritten, it is no longer possible to
retrieve the published phase's page images. When an update has content changes from the previously
published version, after the pushback, it will not be possible to recover the original published phase's
leaves without canceling the update, then canceling the published phase, and recomposing the
document. This can only be done through TopLeaf workstation software.
Note: before the pushback is undertaken, a backup is created of the previously published leaves. If the
pushback fails, the published leaves are restored from this backup.

16.4. Pushback Error Codes
The following error codes may be reported in the log file:
1.
2.
3.
4.

6090 - partition was locked, so no pushback was attempted
6091 - partition was not in its UPDATE phase
6092 - previously published phase could not be located
6093 - copying previously published leaves to backup failed
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

6094 - copying the current update's leaves to prev. published failed
6095 - fetching the current update's data from TL failed
6096 - putting the current update back to TL failed
6097 - unable to get a temporary file name
6099 - unable to open the part.ind file
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17

.

Email Notification

XMLComposer supports automatic email notification of job completion through a built-in SMTP
client. By default, email notification is disabled. Before attempting to use email notification, modify
the XMLComposer configuration to enable notification. See Notification, in the section Configuring
XMLComposer with XCEdit for more information.

17.1. Setting Email Notification Options
Any of XMLComposer's email notification options can be implemented in a watched folder's
xmlcompose.ini file. This allows one-time configuration for email settings. Any of the options
specified in the xmlcompose.ini file can be overridden in an individual job request file. The
application generating the .xcf file should ensure that email server, authentication, and email address
information is correct if global settings are not to be applied.

Note:

Even when notification has been enabled in the XMLComposer configuration,
notification is not attempted if the WantNotify key is not present in the General section
of the xmlcompose.ini or job control file, and set to TRUE.

Note:

See MailSettings in the job options table, for all supported email notification options.

17.2. Authentication
XMLComposer attempts authentication with the email server if a user name and password are
supplied, either in the job control file, or in the xmlcompose.ini file. If your email server does not
require authentication, do not supply a user name or password in the job control or xmlcompose.ini
files.

17.3. Configuring Notification Messages
XMLComposer email notification supplies default subject line and message body text. These can be
overridden by using the Subject setting, the Message setting, and the MessageFile setting.
17.3.1. Setting the Subject Line
In the following example, the xmlcompose.ini file is set to supply a custom subject line:
[General]
WantNotify=TRUE
[MailSettings]
Subject=Your XMLComposer Job has Completed
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When the notification email is sent, the subject line of the message is modified to add the completion
status (success or failure):
Your XMLComposer Job has Completed [Success]

17.3.2. Setting the Message Body Using a Simple Text String
The default message body text string can be overridden by supplying the Message value in the
xmlcompose.ini or job file:
[General]
WantNotify=TRUE
[MailSettings]
Subject=Your XMLComposer Job has Completed
Message=The file you submitted has been processed.

17.3.3. Setting the Message Body Using a File
The default message body text can be overridden by supplying the MessageFile value in the
xmlcompose.ini or job file:
[General]
WantNotify=TRUE
[MailSettings]
Subject=Your XMLComposer Job has Completed
MessageFile=message.txt

The message file can either be plain text or HTML. If HTML is used, you must also supply the
MimeType value:
[General]
WantNotify=TRUE
[MailSettings]
Subject=Your XMLComposer Job has Completed
MessageFile=message.html
MimeType=text/html

Sample message files are provided in the XMLComposer install home. The message.txt file is a plain
text file; the message.html file is in HTML format.
If the MessageFile value does not contain path separators (/ or \), then XMLComposer attempts to
locate the file within the XMLComposer installation home. Otherwise, XMLComposer attempts to
locate the file according to the supplied path.
When a MessageFile value is supplied, the value of Message is ignored. If the MessageFile path
cannot be located, then the Message value is used for the body of the email.
17.3.3.1. Message File Tokens
The message file may contain a placeholder token: {JobID}. This token can be used to report the
XMLComposer job ID associated with the job.

Note:

The sample message files (message.txt and message.html) show how the {JobID} token
can be used.
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Failure Notification

XMLComposer supports automatic email notification of composition failure through a built-in SMTP
client. By default, failure notification is disabled. Before attempting to use failure notification, modify
the XMLComposer configuration to enable failure notification. See Notification, in the section
Configuring XMLComposer with XCEdit for more information.
Failure notification can be used to automatically deliver a partition that fails to complete composition
successfully. This may be useful for providing partitions for analysis during application testing, or
style validation. The email recipient of the failure notification should be an individual responsible for
supporting TopLeaf or publication styling.

18.1. Setting Failure Notification Options
Any of XMLComposer's failure notification options can be implemented in a watched folder's
xmlcompose.ini file. This allows one-time configuration for failure email settings. Any of the options
specified in the xmlcompose.ini file can be overridden in an individual job request file. The
application generating the .xcf file should ensure that email server, authentication, and email address
information is correct if global settings are not to be applied.

Note:

Even when notification has been enabled in the XMLComposer configuration,
notification is not attempted if the SendOnFail key is not present in the General section
of the xmlcompose.ini or job control file, and set to TRUE.

Note:

See MailOnFail in the job options table, for all supported failure notification options.

18.2. Authentication
XMLComposer attempts authentication with the email server if a user name and password are
supplied, either in the job control file, or in the xmlcompose.ini file. If your email server does not
require authentication, do not supply a user name or password in the job control or xmlcompose.ini
files.

18.3. Configuring Failure Notification Messages
XMLComposer failure notification supplies default subject line and message body text. These can be
overridden by using the Subject setting, the Message setting, and the MessageFile setting.
18.3.1. Setting the Subject Line
In the following example, the xmlcompose.ini file is set to supply a custom subject line:
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[General]
SendOnFail=TRUE
[MailOnFail]
Subject=An XMLComposer Job Failed to Complete Composition

18.3.2. Setting the Failure Message Body Using a Simple Text String
The default failure message body text string can be overridden by supplying the Message value in the
xmlcompose.ini or job file:
[General]
SendOnFail=TRUE
[MailOnFail]
Subject=An XMLComposer Job Failed to Complete Composition
Message=A file submitted for processing returned errors from composition.

18.3.3. Setting the Message Body Using a File
The default message body text can be overridden by supplying the MessageFile value in the
xmlcompose.ini or job file:
[General]
SendOnFail=TRUE
[MailOnFail]
Subject=An XMLComposer Job Failed to Complete Composition
MessageFile=message.txt

The message file can either be plain text or HTML. If HTML is used, you must also supply the
MimeType value:
[General]
SendOnFail=TRUE
[MailOnFail]
Subject=An XMLComposer Job Failed to Complete Composition
MessageFile=message.html
MimeType=text/html

Sample failure message files are provided in the XMLComposer install home. The failmessage.txt file
is a plain text file; the failmessage.html file is in HTML format.
If the MessageFile value does not contain path separators (/ or \), then XMLComposer attempts to
locate the file within the XMLComposer installation home. Otherwise, XMLComposer attempts to
locate the file according to the supplied path.
When a MessageFile value is supplied, the value of Message is ignored. If the MessageFile path
cannot be located, then the Message value is used for the body of the email.
18.3.3.1. Message File Tokens
The message file may contain a placeholder token: {JobID}. This token can be used to report the
XMLComposer job ID associated with the job.

Note:

The sample message files (message.txt and message.html) show how the {JobID} token
can be used.
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Integrating with Foreign File Systems using
XCP Cross Copy

XMLComposer can be integrated with networks where the XML source is generated on a remote or
foreign file system. In typical environments, this involves using XMLComposer's FTP features, or
exposing the foreign file system in such a fashion that the XMLComposer server can access the remote
system.
When not using FTP, a Linux/Unix system can run Samba to export a path so that a Windows network
can see it. The XCP Cross Copy service included with XMLComposer is then configured to poll the
remote file system, and move files from there into a folder watched by XMLComposer
Up to 64 remote file paths can be mapped to any of the defined XMLComposer watched folders.
XCP Cross Copy (xcp.exe) is found in the same folder where XMLComposer is installed.

19.1. Installing the XCP Cross Copy Service
XCP installs as a separate service from XMLComposer , and must be separately configured. It is
strongly advised that access to the remote system be validated prior to installing XCP Cross Copy.
The XCP service requires read/write access to the remote file system. Files deposited into an XCPpolled folder are deleted by XCP after being copied to the XMLComposer server.
To install the XCP Cross Copy service:
1.

Open a command prompt and change directories to where XMLComposer resides.

2.

Execute:
xcp /s
A message indicating the service has been created is returned.

19.2. Configure the XCP Cross Copy Service
XCP Cross Copy uses a configuration file which has a syntax identical to XMLComposer 's. The
following options are supported:
1.

WaitTime: The polling interval, in seconds. When absent, a polling interval of 5 seconds is the default.

2.

LogFile: The full path to a local file where log messages are written.

3.

Dirs: A polled path to watched folder mapping. The polled path is separated from the watched folder path
by the "|" character.

A sample configuration file (xcp.cfg) is provided.
WaitTime=5
LogFile=c:\temp\xcp.log
Dirs=\\descartes\home\samba|c:\input1
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The path to the right of the "|" must be a folder monitored by XMLComposer in order for
XMLComposer to respond to the file when it is moved from the remote file system.
Note that UNC naming syntax is supported. You do not need to mount the remote path as a share.
Any and all files in the remote path are copied. Due to XMLComposer precedence rules, any ".xcf"
file in the remote path will be copied last.
Files that cannot be deleted from the remote system will be re-polled at the next cycle.
Sub-directories on the remote system are not traversed.

19.3. Start the XCP Cross Copy Service
To start the XCP service, use the Windows services manager, or execute:
net start xcp

or
net start "Cross Copy"

from a Windows command prompt.

19.4. Uninstalling XCP Cross Copy
To uninstall the XCP Cross Copy service:
1.

2.

Stop the xcp service, either through the Windows services manager, or by executing:
net stop xcp
or
net stop "Cross Copy"
in a command prompt window.
From a command prompt, change to the directory where the XCP.EXE program is located, and execute:
xcp /u
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Integrating with Databases

XMLComposer can connect to SQL databases through ODBC connections to either retrieve data from
a database for processing through TopLeaf, or to run a command on a database after a job has
completed.
Two types of database commands are available for use at the end of a job: the built-in,
XMLComposer-specific connection for job logging and archiving; and an "ad hoc" job control file
command that can be configured in either an xmlcompose.ini file or a job .xcf file.
As well, XMLComposer can retrieve data from a database, generate an XML-format file out of the
data returned (if needed) and process that data through TopLeaf.
The sections below describe each of these database connection methods and how they are used.

20.1. ODBC Connections
XMLComposer uses standard ODBC connection information to connect to databases. The
XMLComposer configuration file supports definition of a default ODBC connection, which is used for
connecting to a database to be used by XMLComposer for audit logging and other functions. Refer to
XMLComposer Default Database Connections, below, for configuration file options.

Note:

An appropriate ODBC driver for the required database engine must be installed on the
XMLComposer server.

The XMLComposer xmlcompose.ini and job file options provide for two distinct database connection
scenarios, which can both be declared in the [General] section:
♦

DBConnection - connection information for obtaining data from a database via an SQL SELECT
statement or stored procedure for processing as XML data through ToLeaf

♦

DBExecute - connection information for executing an SQL statement or stored procedure after job
processing as an external application may require.

If both settings are declared, DBConnection takes precedence, and DBExecute is ignored. If
DBExecute is declared, the defined query runs before any other actions take place.
Declaring DBExecute without specifying a source file or document assembly request can be used to
run a query against a database without performing any rendering actions whatsoever.

Note:

Regardless of the declaration of DBExecute and DBConnection, XMLComposer will run
event audit logging commands against XMLComposer's database, if audit logging has
been enabled.
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20.1.1. DBConnection: Generating a Document from Data
The DBConnection option specifies the name of a section appearing in the xmlcompose.ini or job file
where connection information is supplied. For example:
[General]
DBConnection=GetData
[GetData]
Connect=Driver={ODBC Driver 13 For SQL Server}; Server=DBSRVR;
Database=XmlComposer; Trusted_connection=yes;
Sql=execute sp_XC_GetAll

In this example, an OBDC connection string is used to supply database connection information. A
pre-defined system DSN may also be specified for the Connect setting.
If the connection string does not specify a user name and password, these can be provided as well,
through the Username and Password settings. Passwords set using the Password setting must be in
clear text. However, if the application generating the job file is capable of generating base-64 encoded
text, then the password can be supplied using the EncPassword setting instead. XMLComposer
decodes the EncPassword string before attempting the connection to the database.

Note:

The Sql setting can be a SELECT statement, or, as shown in the above example, a stored
procedure. INSERT, DELETE and UPDATE statements are ignored.

Data returned from the SELECT statement or stored procedure is saved in a temporary file. If the job
file specifies a source file, the generated temporary file overrides it, and is processed instead of the
supplied source file.
The [General] section should define a TopLeaf publication capable of successfully formatting the data
generated from the database, since the data retrieved is passed into TopLeaf for processing.

Note:

Multiple connection setting sections may appear in the xmlcompose.ini file. This permits
individual job requests in the same watched folder to connect to different databases.

In addition to the basic connection information supplied as shown above, the following options are
also provided in the event the retrieved data is not XML:
♦
♦
♦

DocRoot - defines an XML document root tag in which the generated data is wrapped. The default
document root tag is XCDBOUT.
RowElement - defines the XML tag for each row of data returned in the generated data record set. The
default row elment tag is row.
DataElement - defines the XML tag for each column's data returned in the generated data record set.
The default data element tag is data.

Note:

♦
♦

Result set column names become the names of the elements within the row data, but the data
itself is also wrapped in the data element name (default or defined). This is done primarily to
permit additional formatting options without necessitating XSL transforms.

WantDTD - if TRUE, generates a DTD header for the generated data. Depending on the result of the
Sql, the DTD may or may not be accurate. The default i FALSE; no DTD header is generated.
WithWrappers - if TRUE, generates the XML tags defined above. The default is FALSE, meaning that
XMLComposer will not wrap data set records in the tags defined in the job file. If the Sql does not
produce XML formatted data, set WithWrappers to TRUE.
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Example:
.
[GetData]
Connect=Driver={ODBC Driver 13 For SQL Server}; Server=DBSRVR; Database=XmlComposer;
Sql=execute sp_XC_GetAll
WithWrappers=TRUE

The resulting output would be structured using default tags. The query result in this example produces
output with columns named col1 and col2.
.
<XCDBOUT>
<row>
<col1><data>Data Column 1</data></col1>
<col2><data>Data Column 2</data></col2>
</row>
</XCDBOUT>
.

The generated data also contains processing instructions for each column, which can be processed by
TopLeaf to provide table header information in the formatted output.
The PIs which may be generated are:
♦

♦

♦
♦

_xcdbout_column - provides column definition information. The PI includes attributes colname,
colnum and size. There is one PI for each column in the data set. If a column in the result set is
unnamed, the colname value is set to "unnamed_column_" with the column number appended (for
example, "unnamed_column_2").
_xcdbout_pre_data - appears immediately before the root element tag in the generated document. Can
be used as a "hook" for any processing that TopLeaf may be required to perform before the document
data is processed.
_xcdbout_job - provides the name of the generated temporary file, and the XMLComposer job number,
in attributes source, and id.
_xcdbout_post_data - appears at the end of the document immediately after the root element closing
tag. Can be used as a "hook".

20.1.1.1. Interaction with RetainOnComplete
If the [General] section sets the RetainOnComplete setting, the generated data file is not deleted when
the job completes, but is retained in the output folder location. This is unlike most other occasions in
XMLComposer, where source files are deleted.
20.1.2. DBExecute: Running a Query to Update a Database
Like DBConnection The DBExecute setting defines a section in the xmlcompose.ini or job file that
specifies connection information for the purpose of running a query or stored procedure. The query is
run before rendering any source or assembling a document. However, if DBConnection is also
declared, DBExecute is ignored.
The section declared by DBExecute declares options like those for DBConnection, including
Connect, Sql, Username, Password and EncPassword. Other settings are not supported. However,
DBExecute supports the use of tokens as follows:
♦

{SYSTEM} - if present in the Connect setting, the XMLComposer default database connection
information is used.
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♦

{JobID} - if present in the SQL setting, the currently running job ID number is substituted. If the
query needs to utilize this number as a string, it should appear in the query as '{JobID}'.

DBExecute can be used as a communication method; for example, a stored procedure could be run to
update a table in a content management system database to inform users that a job has been processed.
It can be used within a job rendering or document assembly request, as well as on its own.

20.2. XMLComposer Default Database Connections
Settings in the xmlcompose.cfg file can be used to connect an instance of XMLComposer via ODBC
to its own database for job and event audit logging. The settings are described below. Currently,
XMLComposer includes a database creation script for use with SQL Server, in the database folder in
the installation directory. Refer to XMLComposer Database Schema, later in this mamual, for a
description of the database tables and columns.

Note:

It is recommended that the XCEdit configuration editor be used to manage these settings.
XCEdit provides password encoding and decoding.

Configuration options are:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

DBConnection: An ODBC system DSN (32-bit), or connection string that defines a driver and
connection to the database to be used by the XMLComposer intance.
DBUsername: The name of the database user, if a trusted connection is not used. (Blank if a trusted
connection is used.)
DBPassword: The base-64 encoded password for the database user connecting to the database
DBEnable: Set to TRUE to enable connection of the XMLComposer instance to the database. When
FALSE, no job and event logging takes place from the XMLComposer instance.
DBAppID: An integer identifier that can be used to associate an XMLComposer instance with records
in the various tables in the database. The ID should match with an ID set in the database. Where this
setting is not provided, the default is -1.

Note:

♦

Postive integers are reserved for MetaForms instances, and any user-developed application.
XMLComposer instances should only user negative integers. Each installed instance of
XMLComposer should have a unique DBAppID.

WantArchive: When TRUE, source files and job request (.xcf) files are uploaded to the database as
binary data. The source file stored is the submitted file in the state just prior to being passed to
TopLeaf for rendering. Archiving is not attempted if DBEnable is FALSE.

Job requests may use DBExecute settings to update or insert records in the XMLComposer instance's
database. However, doing so is not necessary, as XMLComposer exeutes procedures as required for
job and event logging.
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Miscellaneous Xmlcompose.ini and Job
Control File Settings

Certain settings for XMLComposer job processing are for debugging or performance testing use. For
completeness, they are documented here. However, these settings should not be used in any
production environment.
♦

♦

♦

ForceCompose: (TRUE or FALSE; default FALSE). The ForceCompose option forces composition
of a partition during a job assembly request even if TopLeaf determines composition is not required.
This key appears in the AssembleFlow section of a job control file.
AIterations: (number; default 1). The AIterations option forces a document assembly request to
repeat the number of times requested. This option is used for stress testing purposes. It appears in the
Assemble section.
CIterations: (number; default 1). The CIterations option forces each composing partition in an job
request to be composed the number of times specified. When used with ForceCompose, this can be
used to performance-test TopLeaf and XMLComposer . It appears in the Assemble section. When a
document assembly request is being processed, each partition in the assembly request is composed the
specified number of times.

The following options apply when a [Debug] section is added:
1.

2.
3.

ShowProps: (TRUE or FALSE; default FALSE). This option reports back in the XMLComposer log file
the majority of the option settings associated with a job request and can be used to determine interactions
between xmlcompose.ini files and job control (.xcf) files. Additional messages pertaining to merging are
also delivered when a document merge request has been generated.
ExitOnPartitionCreate: (TRUE or FALSE; default FALSE). This option aborts the current job request
immediately after creating a new partition. This is useful in debugging partition-related issues.
JIterations: (number; default 1). This option forces the current job request to re-run the specified number
of times.
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XMLComposer Log Files

When the XMLComposer configuration defines a log file, processing messages are sent to the log for
each job. The log provides high-level task related messages. Lower level errors, such as composition
errors from TopLeaf, are sent to the ".err" file associated with the job.
Each line in the log begins with the number of the processing request, followed by the message itself,
as shown in the sample below:
#:
#:
#:
#:
#:
#:

129
129
129
129
129
129

Rendering C:\STPtestOut\y.xcf on Fri Mar 30 11:31:03 2007
Using repository: C:\TopLeaf
Source File not defined for C:\STPtestOut\y.xcf. Could not render.
Assembling documents...
Request completed at Fri Mar 30 11:31:04 2007
Done.

The log file also records XMLComposer start-up messages. If problems are encountered during the
start-up of the service, they appear here. Messages include license key validation, and
acknowledgement of successful set-up of folder watching.

22.1. XMLComposer Log Monitor and Reader
An XMLComposer log monitor and reader is provided in the "Tools" folder in the XMLComposer
installation home. This is a Java application that can be used to step through or search a log file for log
messages associated with a specific XMLComposer job ID. It can also be used to monitor jobs as they
are processed.

The log reader and monitor requires JRE 1.5 or higher.
To use the log reader, run XMLComposerLogReader.jar.
1.

From the File menu, choose Open and select the XMLComposer log file.
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2.
3.

If you know the job ID, enter it in the Search for Job ID field and click the Search button. Otherwise,
enter "0" in the field.
To see all system messages (messages delivered by XMLComposer that are not job related) enter
"SYSTEM" into the job ID field.

The log reader reports the first and last job IDs in the log file. If a job ID cannot be located, the search
field is set to the first job ID in the log.
You can use the ">>" and "<<" buttons to scroll through the logs.
22.1.1. Monitoring Job Processing
The log monitor and reader can be used to monitor job processing messages. The log monitor can be
run from any machine on the network. Before using the monitor, XMLComposer must be configured
with the port to be used for monitoring. If no port value is specified in the XMLComposer
configuration file, the default port of 2288 is used.
To configure the XMLComposer server:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Run the XCEdit tool, and open the XMLComposer configuration file (e.g., xmlcompose.cfg).
On the General tab, enter the port number you wish to use for log monitoring.
Save the file.
Stop and restart the XMLComposer service for the changes to take effect.

To configure the log monitor tool:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Run the XMLComposer log reader and monitor tool.
On the Edit menu, choose Settings.
On the settings dialog, enter the name of the server where XMLComposer is running. (If the monitor tool is
running on the same server as the XMLComposer service, you can enter localhost.)
Enter the same port number you specified in the XMLComposer configuration.
Click OK to save your changes.

To reset the values to the system default values:
1.
2.
3.

From the Edit menu, choose Settings.
Click the Defaults button.
Click OK to save your changes.

Note:

Only one instance of the log monitor can connect to an instance of XMLComposer at any
time.

To monitor job messages as jobs are processed:
1.

From the File menu, choose Monitor On. The log monitor attempts connection with the server. A
connection message is displayed in the lower area of the window.

To stop job monitoring:
1.

From the File menu, choose Monitor Off. Job monitoring is terminated.
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Job Identifiers

The XMLComposer log file records a job identifier for each file processed. When a file named
xmlcompose.id is located in the XMLComposer home (usually c:\program
files\Metaformix\XMLComposer), this file is read when the service starts up, and the job ID is set to
the value defined in that file. If the xmlcompose.id file is absent, then the job ID starts at "1".
When the XMLComposer service shuts down, the current job ID is stored in the xmlcompose.id file
before the service terminates.
To reset the job ID, or to start it at a specific value:
♦
♦
♦
♦

Stop the XMLComposer service.
Delete the xmlcompose.id file to reset the counter to 0, or
Edit the xmlcompose.id file using a text editor, and set the ID to any required value.
Restart the service.
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Job Processing Priority

XMLComposer monitors folders for any changes to the content of any of the watched folders.
Whenever a change in any folder is registered, processing follows in a predefined sequence:
♦

♦

The specification order of the watched folders in the XMLComposer configuration file determines the
scan order of the folders. For example, if a job lands in the tenth folder in the list, scanning always
begins at the first folder in the list.
Only one job in a folder is processed at a time. If multiple files arrive in the watched folders in close
sequence, each change notification is separately registered, but only one file will be processed before
the next folder scan occurs.

This processing sequence ensures that no single folder will be seized until all jobs in that folder are
processed. It also creates an implicit queuing method, whereby higher priority jobs (those landing in
the first-defined folder) are always processed before those landing in lower priority folders, regardless
of when the change notification was received.

Note:

FTP sites are not prioritized in this fashion. FTP site polling occurs through a separate
thread, and FTP sites are polled in rotation after the FTP polling timer expires.

24.1. Clearing Backlogs after a Service Outage
Should the XMLComposer service be terminated either expectedly or unexpectedly, jobs may be left
in the watched folders. When the service restarts, each folder is scanned for jobs, and each job
processed in turn, until no more jobs remain. Once all jobs have been processed in all folders,
XMLComposer begins monitoring the folders for changes. During this start-up procedure, job
priorities are disregarded.
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Configuration File Syntax

A configuration file for XMLComposer can be used to control which directories are watched for
source files, and which are used for output. (Monitored folders must be on NTFS file systems.)

Note:

A configuration file is required when running XMLComposer as a service.

By default, XMLComposer looks for a configuration file named xmlcompose.cfg in the same location
as the XMLComposer executable. If it is not stored in this location, its full path must be passed to
XMLComposer as a parameter to the /c command line switch, or defined through the
XMLCOMPCFG system environment variable.

Note:

Use the XCEdit tool to configure XMLComposer .

The following options can be set in the configuration file:
♦

♦

♦

♦
♦
♦

♦
♦

AssembleMaxItems: This option is used to change the default maximum items that can be assembled
when running an XMLComposer job control file. The default is 1.The maximum is 65,536 items.
Keeping this number at a realistic value can improve overall performance of job control file
processing.
Catalog: specifies the path to be used for the default OASIS catalog file. Optional. Each watched
folder can set a catalog for documents landing in that folder, through the xmlcompose.ini file. The
catalog setting in the xmlcompose.cfg file defines a default catalog, to be used when no other
specification has been provided, for documents utilizing a catalog.
CFGVERSION: This option is maintained by XCEdit. When absent, the internal configuration
version is set to "1". XCEdit version 2 and higher encode network and other passwords stored in the
configuration file, while earlier versions do not. XMLComposer decodes passwords when
CFGVERSION is present and set to "2" or higher. If you created your configuration file without using
XCEdit, DO NOT include CFGVERSION in it.
DBConnection: A system DSN or ODBC connection string used for connecting XMLComposer to an
XMLComposer database instance.
DBEnable: Enables connection to the defined database when TRUE. When FALSE, no connection to
a database is attempted, regardless of the settings of the other fields. The default is FALSE.
DBPassword: (Optional) The encoded password of the database user XMLComposer uses when
connecting to the database. If a trusted connection is used, leave the DBUsername and DBPassword
options blank. If you do not use XCEdit to edit the configuration, you cannot use an ODBC
connection string or system DSN that requires a password.
DBUsername: (Optional) The database user name XMLComposer uses to connect to the
XMLComposer instance.
Dirs: input/output directories to watch. Each Dirs specification must have an input and output path
pair specified on one line. Input path is specified first, output path second. The two are separated by
the "|" character. While it is possible to specify the same output path as the input path, this is not
recommended, as unexpected results will occur if transformation to HTML is enabled. Up to 64
directories can be monitoried. Folders may also be FTP sites. When specifying an FTP site, use URL
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♦

♦

♦
♦

♦

♦
♦

♦

♦

♦
♦
♦

♦
♦

♦

syntax, specifying user name and password as well. The FTP user connecting to the site must have
read/write privileges on the remote folder. If an FTP URL is defined, XMLComposer attempts to
connect to the site at an interval defined by the FtpPollTime option (see below). You must specify the
FtpCache option (see below) if you specify an FTP URL. If no FTP cache is defined, FTP site polling
is diabled.
DIST_HOME: This option is required if a system-wide environment variable of the same name has
not been defined, and integration with Distiller is required. It points to the path where the
"acrodist.exe" Distiller executable is located. It should be specified as:
DIST_HOME=d:\Acrobat 5.0\Distillr
DTD: specifies the path to be used for the default document DTD. If a filename is specified, TopLeaf
will attempt to resolve the location of the DTD based on the TopLeaf partition hierarchy. If not
present or if specified as "DTD=", then partitions run in DTD-less mode by default. Each watched
folder can set a DTD for documents landing in that folder, through the xmlcompose.ini file. The DTD
setting in the xmlcompose.cfg file defines a default DTD, to be used when no other specification has
been provided, for documents requiring a DTD.
ExcelConvert: specifies a conversion utility to run on Microsoft Excel 2000 files.
FilingPublication: This option defines the TopLeaf publication containing a partition named
Template, which, when defined, permits automatic conversion of a looseleaf partition's filing
instructions to PDF.
FtpCache: This option defines a folder where files copied from FTP sites are temporarily stored for
processing. This option is only required if any of the specified input folders is an FTP URL (refer to
the Dirs option, above).
FtpPollTime: This options sets the interval at which XMLComposer checks any FTP input folders.
The interval is specified in minutes, and can range from 1 to 1440 (24 hours).
Indicators: specifies the path to be used for an optional TopLeaf partition indicators file. TopLeaf
control files can provide typesetting option switching and value definition through TopLeaf indicators.
The behavior of these, and the ability to support these, is dependent on the set-up of the control files
themselves.
IgnoreEOTSpace: controls whether TopLeaf ignores whitespace before an end tag in a partition's
published phase when differencing data submitted to a looseleaf partition. When FALSE (the default)
whitespace is not ignored; whitespace differences before an end tag will flag the input as changed.
When TRUE, whitespace differences before an end tag are ignored. The value here can be overridden
by a job control file or a watched folder options file (xmlcompose.ini). As an example, if an end tag in
a partition's published phase is preceded by a space, but the update's data contains no space, setting
this option to TRUE will result in the update's data as not being flagged as changed.
License: This option is required in order to fully license XMLComposer . The data following this
option is provided by Metaformix, along with an encrypted "license.dat" file, which must reside in the
same directory as the XMLComposer executable (xmlcompose.exe).
LogFile: specifies the path to a log file to write status messages to.
LogPort: specifies the port allocated by XMLComposer to which log messages are sent. This port is
used by the XMLComposerLogReader tool.
Macros: specifies the path to be used for the TopLeaf macros file. If a filename is specified, then
TopLeaf will attempt to resolve the location of the macros file based on the TopLeaf partition
hierarchy.
MapDrive: This option is used for automatically connecting a remote share to a mapped drive. This is
only required if your TopLeaf documents utilize mapped network drives.
Mappings: specifies the path to be used for the TopLeaf mapping file. If a filename is specified,
TopLeaf will attempt to resolve the location of the mapping file based on the TopLeaf partition
hierarchy.
MaxIndicators: This option is used to override the default maximum number of leaf indicators that
will be scanned while processing looseleaf jobs. By default, the maximum number is 0 (none
processed). A value up to 32,000 may be specified. Setting to a number that represents the realistic
maximum number of indicators used within the environment improves performance for any looseleaf
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job that utilizes leaf indicators. Jobs launched using an XMLComposer control file (.xcf) can also set
this value.
♦
NetPassword: This option is used for automatically connecting a remote share to a mapped drive.
This is only required if your TopLeaf documents utilize mapped network drives. Passwords are
encoded for security if XCEdit version 2 or higher is used to maintain the configuration file.
♦
NetUser: This option is used for automatically connecting a remote share to a mapped drive. This is
only required if your TopLeaf documents utilize mapped network drives.
♦
PartHome: specifies the default partition root, or home, for TopLeaf partitions created by
XMLComposer . The partition home is located immediately following the TopLeaf root repository
directory. This can be a multi-part partition path, such as " XMLComposer -Books-AllBooks". If no
PartHome is defined, XMLComposer uses " XMLComposer -Books" as the default home.
♦
PdfCat: specifies the PDF concatenation tool used when assembling documents from job requests
generated by MetaForms.
♦
Perl: This option defines the full path to a Perl script. When this option is defined, XMLComposer
will pre-process input documents through the Perl script before passing the document to TopLeaf. The
Perl script should be designed to accept an input file name and output file name as its only arguments.
Only the full path of the script is specified here (i.e., no arguments). XMLComposer attempts to locate
Perl by inspecting the system's PATH variable.
♦
PostType: This option permits restriction of the SysCmd post-processor according to job type. Valid
values are OFFICE, XML, or ALL. When a PostType is not specified, XML is the default. The value
of PostType is ignored if the SysCmd option is not set.
♦
PreType: This option permits restriction of the Perl pre-processor according to job type. Valid values
are OFFICE, XML, or ALL. When set to OFFICE, XML files will not be pre-processed. When set to
XML, Office files will not be pre-processed. ALL will run the pre-processor on all input files
regardless of type. If no PreType is specified, XML is the default. The value of PreType is ignored if
the Perl option is not set.
♦
Printer: specifies the name of the printer to be used for generating PostScript output for use by
Distiller. If you use TopLeaf's internal PDF generation capabilities (the default) then you do not need
to specify a printer.
♦
QueueMgrPort: specifies the port allocated by XMLComposer on which queue manager commands
are received. This port is used by the XML Queue Manager tool.
♦
SysCmd: This option runs a system command after processing the files. The command processor
expects the command being run to accept one argument, the name of the file the command is to
process. The command should be specified as:
SysCmd=d:\myCommand\RunThis.exe %s
XMLComposer will then substitute the PostScript or PDF output file as the input to this command.
The command should contain one and only one "%s".
♦
Styles: specifies the path to be used for the TopLeaf styles file. If a filename is specified, TopLeaf will
attempt to resolve the location of the styles file based on the TopLeaf partition hierarchy.
♦
TKSLLDIR: This option is required if a system-wide environment variable of the same name has not
been defined. It points to the TopLeaf repository root directory.
♦
TKSROOT: This option is used to override the value of TKSROOT in the Windows registry. It
points to the TopLeaf installation root directory (e.g., C:\Program Files\TKS).
♦
UseDistiller: This option enables synchronized integration of XMLComposer with Acrobat Distiller.
Distiller must be installed on the same machine as XMLComposer , and the system environment
variable, DIST_HOME, must be defined to point to the directory where acrodist.exe is location. When
using Distiller, the Printer option must also be defined.
♦
WantArchive: Enables job archiving in the XMLComposer database when set to TRUE, and
DBEnable is also set to TRUE. The default is FALSE.
♦
WantHTML: specifies that TopLeaf should attempt transformation of the formatted XML into
HTML. Set WantHTML=TRUE to allow XMLComposer to invoke HTML transformation after PDF
creation. If this option is enabled, be sure to define different input and output paths for the monitored
directories.
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♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

WantRTF: specifies that TopLeaf should attempt transformation of the formatted XML into RTF. Set
WantRTF=TRUE to allow XMLComposer to invoke RTF transformation after PDF creation.
WantEPUB: specifies that TopLeaf should attempt transformation of the formatted XML into EPUB.
Set WantEPUB=TRUE to allow XMLComposer to invoke EPUB transformation after PDF creation.
WantNotification: Setting this option to TRUE enables the built-in SMTP client, and permits
delivery of output to a job-specified email address.
WantSendOnFail: Setting this option to TRUE enables automatic zipping and email delivery of a
TopLeaf partition that fails composition to a job-specified email address.
WordConvert: specifies a conversion utility to run on Microsoft Word 2000 files.
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26

.

XMLComposer License Server Information

When an XMLComposer service instance is started, XMLComposer broadcasts a UDP message on the
LAN to identify other instances of XMLComposer running with a duplicate license key. If any other
host on the LAN responds with the same license key as the key of the newly started instance, all
instances running with that key enter "demo" mode, except for the newly started instance.

Note:

XMLComposer permits any number of instances on a single host to use the same license
key.

26.1. License Server Port
The XMLComposer license server utilizes port 58351. If this port cannot be allocated, XMLComposer
runs in unlicensed, "demo" mode.
UDP broadcasts are made on this port when the XMLComposer service starts. The port number is not
configurable.
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27

.

XMLComposer Queue Manager

XMLComposer watched folders can be placed on hold to prevent processing without the need to stop
the XMLComposer service. The queue manager is a Java application located in the "Tools" folder in
the XMLComposer installation home (connexmlqmclient.jar).

To use the queue manager, run connexmlqmclient.jar.
1.
2.
3.

From the File menu, choose Connect. Once the connection is established, the list of watched folders and
the current processing status is listed.
To place a queue on hold that has a status of "processing", select the row, then right-click, and select
"Stop".
To remove the hold on a queue, select the row, then right-click, and select "Start".

To disconnect from XMLComposer, close the queue manager.
To change the default connection settings, choose "Server" on the "Settings" menu. The default server
is "localhost", and the default port is 2289. You can connect to XMLComposer on a different server by
changing the server name. The queue manager port is defined in the XMLComposer configuration file
for each XMLComposer instance.
To view any messages delivered to/from XMLComposer, choose "Open" on the "Console" menu.

Note:

XMLComposer queue manager commands can be manually entered in the console. This
function is primarily for trouble-shooting purposes. No documentation on the available
queue manager commands is provided.
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28

.

Adding XMLComposer Instances

You can install any number of XMLComposer service instances on a single server. To add an instance,
simply re-run the XMLComposer installer. Select a different service name when prompted. A new
installation home is created, which can be independently configured from any other instance.

Note:

After installing the new instance, you must configure the xmlcompose.cfg file
appropriately, including selection of different watched folders, log file and log monitor
port.

28.1. Manually Adding an Instance
Note:

Manually adding an instance is not recommended. Manually adding an instance does not
create registry entries necessary for the removal of the instance from the control panel.
This method should only be used if for some reason the XMLComposer installer cannot
be run.

To manually install a new XMLComposer service instance without re-running the
XMLComposer installer:
1.

2.

3.
4.

Make a copy the XMLComposer installation folder. For example:
xcopy /s/r "c:\program files\metaformix\XMLComposer" "c:\program
files\metaformix\xmlcomp2"
Configure the new instance using XCEdit. Assign a different log file, watched folders, and log monitor
port.

Note:

DO NOT monitor the same input folders as other instances.

Note:

Each installed instance of XMLComposer must be licensed. You can use the same license key
information and license.dat file for each installed instance on a single server.

From a command prompt, change to the folder for the new instance. For example:
cd "c:\program files\metaformix\xmlcomp2"
From the command prompt, create the new service, specifying a unique name for the service using the "s:" (or "/s:") switch:
xmlcompose.exe /s:XMLComposer2 /d
A service creation confirmation message is delivered if the service was created.
Control the new service instance through the Windows Services applet.

Note:

Each instance of XMLComposer loads the TopLeaf API. When upgrading TopLeaf, be
sure to stop all instances of XMLComposer before starting the upgrade.
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28.2. Uninstalling an Instance
To uninstall an instance:
1.

2.
3.
4.

Stop the instance service you wish to uninstall. For example:
net stop xmlcomp2
or
net stop "XMLComposer: xmlcomp2"
Open the "Add/Remove Programs" applet, and select the instance name you wish to uninstall.
Select "Change/Remove", and confirm the uninstall.
Manually remove any files and folders that may not have been deleted by the uninstall.

Uninstalling XMLComposer does not affect your TopLeaf installation in any way.

28.3. Manually Uninstalling a Named Instance
Note:

Manually uninstalling an instance of XMLComposer is not recommended. We
recommend using the XMLComposer uninstaller as outlined above. This method should
only be used if the instance was created manually.

To manually uninstall a named instance of XMLComposer
1.

2.
3.

Stop the named service instance. For example:
net stop xmlcomp2
or
net stop "XMLComposer: xmlcomp2"
From a command prompt, change to the folder for the instance you wish to uninstall. For example:
cd "c:\program files\metaformix\xmlcomp2"
From the command prompt, uninstall the named service using the "-u:" (or "/u:") switch:
xmlcompose.exe /u:xmlcomp2 /d
A service deletion confirmation message is delivered if the service is deleted successfully.

Uninstalling XMLComposer does not affect your TopLeaf installation in any way.

28.4. Service Instance Naming
Prior to XMLComposer version 3.12, the installed service display name (the name shown in the
Services applet) was "XMLComposer", and the name of the service was set to "xmlcompose". With
the introduction of multi-instance support in version 3.12, service naming conventions changed.
If you elect to upgrade an existing installation of XMLComposer without installing a new service, the
existing service remains named "xmlcompose", and the service display name remains
"XMLComposer". If you install an additional instance of XMLComposer as outlined above, the
service display name is set to "XMLComposer: service_name".
For example, if you install an instance named "xc2", then the service name is set to "xc2", and the
service display name is set to "XMLComposer: xc2".
When using "net start" to control the service, you must specify the service name (e.g., "xc2") or the
service display name (e.g., "XMLComposer: xc2"). For upgraded installations where the existing
service is used, you use "net start XMLComposer" or "net start xmlcompose" to start the service. For
new instances, you specify:
net start "XMLComposer: service_name"
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or
net start service_name

(where service_name is the name of the service instance, e.g., "xc2").
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29

.

XMLComposer Database Schema

The XMLComposer database is used to log job processing activties, and can also be used to archive
job requests and associated source files. Currently, Microsoft SQL Server is the only supported
database engine. Scripts for creating an XMLComposer database instance are included in the
"database" folder in XMLComposer's install directory.

29.1. Event Logging
XMLComposer event logging is used to record each job request and may also log job archive requests.
The event logging table may be used by other applications, such as MetaForms or other user-defined
applications, that integrate with or utilize XMLComposer features.
The table below describes the database schema for XMLComposer event logging. The column
definitions are valid for Microsoft SQL Server.
Table

Column Definition

Description

AuditLog

AuditID int not null identity

Primary key

AuditUserID int not null

User ID from a correlated user table,
such as MetaForms' login table. Can
be same as AuditApp ID. For
XMLComposer, a negative integer (1). If multiple instances of
XMLComposer use the same database
instance, each instance of
XMLComposer should be configured
with a unique application and/or user
ID.

AuditApplicationID int not null

ID of the application generating the
audit log. See above regarding
multiple instances.

AuditEventID int not null

A value from the EventType table

AuditDate datetime not null

Date/time of the event

AuditDocType int not null

A value from the DocType table

AuditRequestID int null

For XMLComposer events, the job
request ID as generated by
XMLComposer.

AuditObject nvarchar(300) null

An item's path. For XMLComposer
job requests, the full path of the .xcf
file. For other types of requests, the
full file path or path context of a
document being processed, if used.
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Table

Column Definition

Description

Application

AppID int not null identity

Primary key

ApplicationID int not null

ID associated with an application

ApplicationName nvarchar(64) not
null

Name of the application

ApplicationServer nvarchar(64) not
null

Name of the server where the
application instance is installed.

ApplicationInstance nvarchar(64) not
null

Service name of the application
instance

EventType

EventTypeID int not null identity

Primary key

(Note: event types are pre-established
and should not be modified.)

EventTypeEventID int not null

Event ID

EventTypeEventName nvarchar(32)
not null

Event name.

LoginID int not null identity

Primary key

LoginUserID int not null

An ID for referencing in the AuditLog
table.

LoginDomain nvarchar(128)

Login domain name for the user.

LoginUserName nvarchar (128)

User's login name.

LoginAppID int null

Optional ID for the application
utilizing the login information.

LoginRepositoryPath nvarchar(300)

For applications such as MetaForms
that associate a user with a TopLeaf
repository, the repository path.

LoginAdmin int

A flag to indicate whether the user has
appliction admin privileges. (0: yes user is an admin; 1: no - user is not an
admin).

LoginActive int

A flag to indicate whether the user
login is disabled for the application.
(0: not disabled - login is active; 1:
disabled - login is inactive).

LoginTypeID

Primary key

LoginType int

A value for the login type, referenced
in the Login table.

LoginTypeDescription nvarchar(50)
null

Description of the login type

LoginTypeName nvarchar (50) null

Friendly name for the login type. Predefined values are ADMIN and
USER.

DocType

DocTypeID int not null identity

Primary key

(Note: document types are preestablished and should not be
modified.)

DocTypeDocID int not null

ID of the document type

DocTypeDocName nvarchar(64)

Name of the document type.

Login

LoginType
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29.1.1. Event Types
The pre-defined event types are listed below. Events marked with an asterisk are specific to
XMLComposer.
Event Type ID

Event Type

-1

Process*

0

Compose

1

Print

2

Publish

3

Move

4

Copy

5

Rename

6

Zip

7

Delete

8

Edit

9

View

10

Cancel Publish

11

Cancel Edit

12

Create

13

Delete Version

14

Add Version

15

Submit to Partition

16

Compare Files

17

Compare Folders

18

View Configuration

19

Update Configuration

20

View Logins

21

Update Logins

22

DB Execute*

23

DB Get Document*

24

Render *

25

Assemble*

26

Archive*
29.1.2. Document Types
The pre-defined document types are listed below. Types marked with an asterisk are specific to
XMLComposer.
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Document Type ID

Document Type

-1

XMLComposer job file.*

0

File

1

Folder

2

Publication

3

Partition

4

WebBook

5

Book (.bk) file

29.2. Job Archiving
XMLComposer job archiving is used to store job requests and associated data files. Job archiving is
intended for use by XMLComposer only.
The table below describes the database schema for XMLComposer job archiving. The column
definitions are valid for Microsoft SQL Server.
Table

Column Definition

Description

JobArchive

JID int not null

Primary key

JobID int not null

Job request ID (e.g., XMLComposer
request ID)

JobFileName nvarchar(256) not null

Full path of the XMLComposer job
request .xcf file.

JobSourceFileName nvarchar(256)
null

Full path of the source file associated
with the job request, if used.

JobArchiveDate datetime not null

Archive date/time

FID int not null

Primary key

FJobID int not null

JobArchive table JobID

FFileSize int null

Size (bytes) of the job request file.

FFile varbinary(MAX) null

Job request (.xcf) file contents

SID int not null

Primary key

SJobID int not null

JobArchive table JobID

SSourceSize int null

Size (bytes) of the source file (default:
NULL)

SSource varbinary(MAX) null

Source file (e.g., .xml) contents
(default: NULL)

JobArchiveFile

JobArchiveSource
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.

Status Codes

XMLComposer jobs may report a variety of error status codes when job processing fails. The codes
and their meanings are summarized below.

Status Code

Description

75

Cannot read the xmlcompose.cfg file.

76

Configuration file was not specified.

1200

Insufficient memory.

1250

Error opening registry data.

1255

Error opening the registry.

6087

Pushback error. Can't typeset after resync.

6088

Pushback error. Can't make an indicators file for resync.

6089

Pushback error. Can't set leaf indicators for resync.

6090

Pushback error. Partition is locked.

6091

Pushback error. Partition is in the wrong phase.

6092

Pushback error. Publish phase not found.

6093

Pushback error. Backup failed.

6094

Pushback error. Copy publish phase failed.

6095

Pushback error. Could not get update.

6096

Pushback error. Could not put data to the partition.

6097

Pushback error. Can't get temp file.

6098

Pushback error. Can't lock the partition.

6099

Pushback error. Could not read partition indicators (part.ind) file.

6182

Autocorrect error. Set Leaf Indicators failed.

6183

Autocorrect error. Composition failed.

6184

Autocorrect error. Can't get filing instructions.

6185

Autocorrect error. Can't get live pages.

6186

Autocorrect error. Can't generate resync indicators.

6187

Autocorrect error. Can't cancel the publish phase.

6188

Autocorrect error. Can't open the resync indicators file.

6189

Autocorrect error. Composition returned errors.
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Status Code

Description

6190

Autocorrect error. Partition locked.

6197

Autocorrect error. Can't get temp file.

6199

Autocorrect error. Can't open partition indicators (part.ind) file.

-2

An attempt to copy a file failed during pushback.

-10

Partition not set.

-11

Can't create part.ind file.

-12

Can't make partition.

-13

Can't set partition indicators.

-15

Can't start Distiller.

-100

Attempt to print to port (e.g., LPT1:)

-101

FTP error. File not set.

-201

FTP error. Local path not set.

-301

FTP error. Download path not set.

-401

FTP error. Could not get file handle.

-501

FTP error. Upload path not set.

-601

FTP error. File download failed.

-602

FTP error. File not found.

-603

FTP error. File is a directory.

-999

Exited after partition create.

-2001

Could not make XMLComposer root folder in Topleaf repository.

-2500

Can't prepare directory.

-3300

Error opening cache file.

-4000

Can't open indicator file.

-4001

Can't read indicator file.

-4002

Setting part.ind value failed.

-4004

No source file specified.

-5602

Merge error. Can't create temp file.

-5603

Merge error. Can't write temp file.

-5660

Merge error. Insufficient arguments.

-6019

No temp file.

-6020

Could not open temp file for writing.

-7000

No directories to monitor.

-7072

Empty indicators file.

-9000

Can't get the current directory.

-9001

Can't read the part.ind file.

-9002

Can't open the part.ind file for reading.

-9003

Can't open the top.ind file for reading.
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Status Code

Description

-9101

Part.ind setting not found.

-9102

MALLOC error.
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